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Loss of LGA, iriend reminds many lo live lite in ihe moment
BY

Leann

WHITTEN

when he died.”
Mike Wilcoxen, the
residence life coordi-

Copy CHIEF
rian Lorensen,

a 22-

year-old liberal arts
junior, was killed on

Oct. 18 when his motorcycle collided with another vehicle on
Highway 101.
Lorensen suffered a massive
head injury, despite the helmet
he was wearing.
He was a living group advi
sor for the Madrone residence
hall, which is the outdoor adventure and community service hall.
He was recognized by the
National Residence Halls Honorary as LGA of the month for

September. His efforts helped
Madrone Hall to receive the
award for best community of
the month.

A letter nominating him for
LGA of the month states,
“Brian had the natural ability
to lead .... He always found time
to have one-on-ones with his

residents and looked at them as
peers in need of support.”
Miles Murray, sociology senior and friend of Lorensen,

said, “He was gentle, kind and
curious about other people. He
was giving and shared everything he had.
“He was passionate about
music and about his friends. He
respected nature and was at
home outside.
“He was strong and beautiful
and overflowed with love, wis-

dom

and

where

humility.

he wanted

He

was

to be in life

Lorensen

nator, is collecting
photos for the memorial and giving white
and blue ribbons to
commemorate
Lorensen.
Psychology junior
Mandy Meier worked
with Lorensen as an

LGA.
“Brian

was

one

of

those people who lived
for the moment, who
never took anything

for granted,” she said.
A fellow LGA, biology senior Natalee

Webb, said the residential staff members

PHOTO COURTESY OF Manoy Meier

are using each other

Lorensen

for support.

residents at the September

Her

favorite

was “togaed” by his

Stomp.

memory of Lorensen
was three weeks ago, she said.

SRR

.

=

“We were eating dinner, and

I threw a cup of water at him.
He said he wouldn’t throw his
at me, though. But then he took
his last drink and he spit at
me,” she said.

A memorial for Lorensen is
scheduled for Friday from 4 to
6 p.m. on the first floor of the
Jolly Giant Commons. The memorial will include an open
mike, slide shows, collages and
refreshments. There will be a
bonfire at Samoa Beach later
that evening.
Call the Housing and Dining
Office at 826-3451 for more information.

is not the first

PHOTO COURTESY OF Manpy

Meier

Brian Lorensen died on Oct. 18 on Highway 101
when his motorcycle collided with a vehicle.

PHOTO BY Ew AusTIN

Psychology junior
Mandy Meier wears a
ribbon to commemorate
Brian Lorensen.

Other students have died this
semester from accidents
Brian Lorensen’s accident was not the first tragedy
to take the life of a HSU student this semester.

PHOTO

CoRTNEE

Burcess

Brian Lorensen’s hearse (above) was decorated

Two other students have died this semester in accidents.

with flowers and cards in memorial of his death.
There is a service in the Jolly Giant Commons on
Friday from 4 to 6 p.m. where students will be
allowed to express themselves at an open mike.
A slideshow and collage will be available. Refreshments will be served.

On Aug. 23 Ernesto Torres died in a traffic accident
in Trinity County. He was driving to HSU from Maryland to begin school when he died. It would have been
his first year at HSU. He was admitted as a environmentai»1 +biology

BY

| iW inior.

On Sept. 16 Keith Atkin died in Mendocino County.
He was abalone diving when he drowned. Originally

Cards and flowers adorn Lorensen’s car (left).

from Chico, Keith was a biology sophomore.

~ compiled by Taffy Stockton
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Who’d have guessed HSU was mostly Republican
in 1932 and would’ve voted Hoover into office?
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On Nov. 6, 1964, on the front page, there is a picture

of a scantily clad coed wondering what the weather
will be like instead of results from the previous day’s
election.
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former editor in chief
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Close to downtown

Lisrary

In the 1972 election year, The LumberJack focused on propositions and area
candidates.
Similar to today, the legalization of
marijuana was a big topic in ’72.
Proposition 19 suggested legalizing the
personal use of marijuana for anyone
older than 18, unlike Proposition 215,
which only legalizes the plant for medical use.
Most of the election coverage previous
to this is concerning Homecoming Queen
and the student body president.
In 1992, many students were glad to see
a Democratic success in the election.
To see how The Lumberjack covers elections today, flip through the pages of
Opinion, In Depth and Community.
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Featuring Humboldt's
finest foods, arts and crafts
Gift Baskets, Wood, Pottery,

5:10 p.m. A vehicle in the Mai

2:09 p.m. A student in the
Jolly Giant Commons was reported making threatening
statements about another student. An officer responded and
warned the student of the severity of the statements.
Wednesday, Oct. 18
12:13 a.m. A man was seen
driving through stop signs near
14th and Union streets. An officer pulled the man over. The
man jumped out of the vehicle
and fled the area.

trumpet-carrying transient.

1:17 p.m. A shoulder bag was
reported stolen from Siemens
Hall. A case was initiated.
3:15 p.m. Several juveniles
were seen skateboarding in the
U.C. Quad. An officer contacted
two of the juveniles and escorted them off campus.

9:11 p.m. A man and two
women were reportedly drinking alcohol on the Upper Playing Field. An officer responded
but was unable to locate anyone
drinking.
11:48 p.m. APD requested
UPD’s help with a disturbance
at 10th and H streets. APD arrested several subjects for being drunk in public.
Thursday, Oct. 19
2:35 a.m.

9:50 a.m. A wallet was reported stolen from Forbes Com-

plex. A case was initiated.

An

officer confis-

cated a bong from the Canyon
Residence Halls. The bong was
slated for destruction.

Mad River Community Hospital by friends before the ambulance arrived. The

resident

for grad school

11:30 a.m. A backpack was
reported stolen from the second
floor of the Library. A case was
initiated.

from
4:07 p.m. The odor of marijuana was reportedly coming
from the area of the U.C. Quad.

—just like I did!

An officer responded and was
unable to locate the source of
the odor.
4:54 p.m. There was a traffic
accident on 17th Street near
Wildlife Lane. A female driver

re

‘UCKV

"aro!

Complete

way”

of five
drunk

and rowdy in the U.C. Quad. An
officer contacted the people and
they agreed to quiet down.

2:18 p.m. A resident of Madrone Hall fell out of a thirdstory window. The resident was

‘
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When is the drawing?
The winning name will be drawn on
2001.

January 19

Test Prep, Admissions

The winner will be notified by mail

mmediately

Friday, Oct. 20
1:45 a.m. APD requested
UPD’s assistance with patrolling the Arcata Plaza due to
large crowds of people leaving
the bars.
A group

win $25,000 toward the first
Zraduate

an official entry form oniine at

www.Kaptest.com,

9:22 p.m. Fireworks were seen
going off near Pepperwood
Hall. An officer responded and
was unable to locate any activity in the area.

reportedly

nN will

QUS'NeSS.

by mailing

1763.
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the influence of alcohol and she
was transported to Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.
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3:31 p.m. A wallet was stolen
from House 55. A case was initiated.

Hot Sauces:
from Mild to Wild.

and Guidance. For life.
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There’s a new place in Sunnybrae...

Outdoor
patio!
es

1:19 p.m. A university banner
was reported stolen from the
U.C. Quad. A case was initiated.

11:24 a.m. A woman in the
U.C. Quad was seen playing a
trumpet and was reported panhandling. An officer responded
but was unable to locate the

|
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12:46 p.m. A briefcase was reported stolen from the men’s
locker room in Forbes Complex. An officer responded and
located the briefcase in a trash
can. A case was initiated.

This semester: 8

Photography and more.

CaN

to

ee

Tuesday, Oct. 17
11:30 a.m. A cell phone was
reported stolen from the Jolly
Giant Commons. A case was
initiated.

This week: 4

taken

ev

6:18 p.m. An officer responded to a report of something burning near the Depot.
The officer was unable to locate
any source or odor of anything
on fire.

was
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Kai Lot was the victim of a hit
and run. A case was initiated.
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New Extended Hours

+ Muddy Waters Coffee

M-Th: 6am - 8pm
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Fri: 6am - 10pm
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Monday, Oct. 16
12:20 a.m. A live bat was seen
in the hallway of Gist Hall. An
officer used a net to capture the
animal and released it outside.

3:55 a.m. A Canyon resident
was reported hyperventilating.
An officer responded, and an
ambulance was dispatched.
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The Los Angeles Unified School
District is seeking teachers in all
subject areas.
High priority needs are in Special Education, Elementary,
English, Science, Mathematics, Bilingual Programs, Spanish,

Music and PE.
The district seeks motivated and talented individuals for

Alternative Certification Program. Training and mentoring
are provided.
Salary range: $32, 567 to $56, 783

Credentialed Teachers: Salary begins at $37,000
Bilingual Differential: up to $5,000 per year

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
October 29, 2000 « 5 - 6 p.m.
Siemens Hall, Room

108

Interviews are scheduled at the Career
Center or at the Information Session

You may also contact George Gonzales at:
(800) TEACH-LA, ext. 8580 or by

e-mail: ggonzale@lausd.k | 2.ca.us
Visit our employment link at www. TeachinLA.com
To schedule an interview, see our recruiters at the
Information Session.

Wednesday,

October 25, 2000
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WHOIS

YOUR FAVORITE

MECHANIC?

That might sound like a funny question, but in
many objects that you buy or services you re-

quire, you do have favorites. Perhaps it’s your
local service station attendant, or your hair
dresser, or your grocer... in each of these and
more, you could name your favorite.
And |'ll wager they are your favorites because
they take a real, sincere, personal interest in you.
|
|

While it’s true you won't need a mechanic as
Often as the folks I’ve mentioned above, there
may be a day when you'll need a mechanic

quickly. That’s why I’m writing to you. Just to let
you know that there is a mechanic in your neighborhood who will take a real interest in serving
you... pleasantly, efficiently, and with reasonable rates.
|

_

So when a mechanical problem arises with your

|

Car, or you just need an oil change or tune-up,

|

you know where we're located.

JOE

MELLO’S AUTO

REPAIR

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
ALL WORK SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
i

822-6004
6011
SENIOR

St.* ARCATA
& STUDENT

DISCOUNTS

GET OUT.
al Car ca
ST
PHOTOS BY JILL McAREE

Willie Richerson (top) builds the hot
box for Food not Waste. Bera wilson
(bottom left) prepares for the event.

Food not waste
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Jennifer Fischer and Jeff Strut (bottom

eRe rau) a

right) work on signs for the event.

re

CCAT, Campus Recycling encourage students to bring their own dishes
In an effort to educate students about
smart consumption, many school programs held Food not Waste.
CCAT, the Campus Recycling Program, the Students for Ethical Treatment of Animals amd the Student
Enviromental Action Coalition joined

with the YES house, the Depot and various clubs to bring the students onto the
U.C. Quad yesterday.
For $3, students could buy a 95 per-

Ue eee TAL
outdoor clothing to
LRP

Our helpful outdoor
SSM ELIMI

(om Oe ALe)

ideas to get you out...
Semele

.

The YES house contributed by
helping to cook some of the rice.
Everything was cooked on MSR
Dragonfly stoves using diesel fuel.
The next Food not Waste will be

eae (ele
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cent organic meal of rice and stir-fried
vegetables.
A pedal-powered blender helped students mix fruit and soy smoothies,
which also sold for $3.

We have equipment,

Willie Richerson, a natural resources planning interpretation
senior, said the goalof the day was
to engage students and get them
thinking about purchasing in bulk
to create food beneficial for the
body and for the Earth.
The Depot helped by lending some
containers and the use of its wash-

room.
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‘No findings’ in annual AS audit

Other topics include student rights, CCAT, shared governance
BY

E M

Intellectual property rights
for students discussed

KNIGHT

ONLINE EDITOR
Michael Benzason, one of
two Califo—rnia State Student
Association representatives,
has been researching students’

There were “no findings and
no recommendations” in the
Associated Students’ annual
fiscal audit, reported Jennifer
Gonzales,

administrative

rights to their own work —

ventions, theses and other papers created by students while
at HSU.
Students have no rights to
their own work if it is done as
classwork
or for degree
projects, and Benzason said he
would like to change that.
He proposed a resolution
Monday to AS that outlines the
faults of the current policy and
recommends that a new policy
be drafted, keeping student intellectual property rights in-

vice

president.
The lack of findings is a positive thing, Gonzales said at
Monday’s meeting, and shows
that AS is in good keeping with
its records and money use.
The audit, which is done by
a nonpartisan certified public
accountant, showed that. AS’s
assets — money and property
— have increased $34,000 since
last year’s audit.
Other agenda items at the
meeting were a discussion on
students’ intellectual property
rights, donations to CCAT and
CCAT’s infrastructure audit,
and a report on the president’s
and chancellor’s reaction to a
proposal on shared governance.
Also, the Women’s Center’s
was granted money to buy a

tact.

He also said that the Academic Senate would endorse a
resolution about the issue before it is sent to the president’s
office.
CCAT

given $6,600, needs it

for structural house repairs

tative, reported that the Campus Center for Alternative
Technology was given $4,000 by
a former student and $2,200 by
the Cooperative Foundation.
Two weeks ago, AS allocated
almost $7,000 to CCAT for a new
fire system that was mandated
by the state fire inspector.
The money comes at a time
when CCAT needs it.
An infrastructure audit by a
licensed general contractor
showed that the house where
the center resides is in need of
a retrofit to the foundation and
new electrical systems.
Bartholomy,
who
works
closely with CCAT and is on the
Public Safety Committee, said
yesterday that the contractor
outlined “every little thing that
could be fixed” and that Physical Services “got nervous”
about the findings.
But

Bartholomy

Panama Bartholomy, interdisciplinary studies represen-

Laser Jet printer and four ap-

pointments were made.

INTERNET

said,

“It’s

-not crumbling. We know that,”
he said.
The university and AS are
just looking out for liability and
are still waiting for a secondary
report from another contractor

see AS, page 10

Special

STUDENTS

ONE FREE

CAN

MONTH

UPD.
River

He is now recovering and
should be back in school soon.
5:18 p.m. A wallet was stolen from the Depot. A case was
initiated.
9:06 p.m. A housing employee confiscated two bongs
and less than 1 ounce of marijuana from the Canyon Residence Halls. An officer collected the items and slated the
bongs for destruction.
9:28 p.m. A male resident
was reported running in the
Arcata Community Forest
wearing only a shirt and
shorts. He was reported
screaming and disoriented.
An officer responded and determined the man was coherent. The man was counseled
and escorted to his residence.
10:23 p.m. A housing employee found a syringe in the
hallway of Redwood Hall. The

Saturday, Oct. 21
12:52 a.m. An officer confiscated a bong and less than 1
ounce of marijuana from the
Canyen Residence Halls. The
bong was slated for destruction.
. 1:55 p.m. A Creekview resi-

dent reported that her furniture had been moved around,
and food was missing from
the cupboards. A report was
taken.
Sunday, Oct. 22
3:49 a.m. APD requested
UPD to help with a noise complaint coming from the
Rugby house. Five people
were located in the Jolly Giant Commons Lot and were
warned.
3:20 p.m. Three juveniles
were reported skateboarding
near Van Matre Hall. An of-

ficer responded, but the juveniles had already fled.
~ compiled by Mark Buckley
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Caution:

Detours

ahead

pl
ae
Ed

Rossow Street is detoured through the Child Development parking lot because of work on Rossow
and Harpst streets.
Jenkins Lane

oy,

remains closed at B Street. It is

scheduled to open next week.
Work begins in and near the alley by Science 3C for signal trenching
near the Greenhouses.
Work continues in Cluster Court with irrigation lateral work. Parking lots in the area are now open.
On B Street south of 17th Street, work commences on a stairway. The
sidewalk is detoured.

Geography
club
shows trip to China

The NCIIA provides grant
support to colleges and universities for the creation of
student-invention teams —
called E-Teams — courses,
projects, networking opportunities and resources for faculty and student innovators.
It funds E-Teams whose
work is likely to lead to the licensing of new products or
technologies, or the start up
of entrepreneurial ventures.
This month, the organization awarded $340,384 to students and faculty at 26 col-

Last summer geography
students went to China to
study the cultural and physical geography.
Friday, students will put on
a slide presentation coupled
with a lecture and discussion
about what they discovered.
The students traveled more
than 5,000 miles in June.
The presentation will be in
Founders Hall Room 131. For
more information, call 8390245.

Work continues on the parking lot of 17th and Union streets through
October. Half the Karshner parking lot is closed. There is a pedestrian
detour into the building.
Work on the irrigation system in the parking lot at 14th and Union
streets nears completion. Landscape restoration is planned.
The sandbags located around the storm drains prevent sediment pollution of waterways. Don’t move them or run over them.

Welcome HSU students!

invision

optometry

leges and universities around
the country.
Granted up to $20,000 each,
the projects include the “Keyless Key,” a tiny wireless device conceived by students at
the University of Pittsburgh
that allows entry through a
door without the use of a key,

Grants available for

student inventors
The National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators Alliance announced in a newsletter that over the next two
years, it will award $2 million
in grants to student and faculty innovators.

see Campus, page 12
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TERRY AT SAL'S SAYS:

“Howillll, Werewolves of London.
Have a great time this Halloween,
but don’t lose your head because
| need your business.”

HAIRCUTS $12
1540 G ST, ARCATA * 822-4240

we've got what you’re looking for
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Dr. Jim Barnes © 851 Bayside Road, Arcata © 822-5121
www,jb20-20.com
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TOFU
SHOP
FINE TOFU PRODUCTS
5.

Fresh

* Baked
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* Smoked

* Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TQFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc.
100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150, Arcata, CA
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Fine Chinese Cuisine on

the Plaza...
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from the 7th St. entrance
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AS: Shared governance rejected by HSU president

October is

AIDS
Awareness
Month
The Student Health
Center, in cooperation
with Humboldt Central

Lab, is offering free HIV
testing during the month

of October.

* Continued from page 8
that outlines the most immediate repairs, he said.
Changes
by chancellor,
president rejected by UAC
Benzason, a member of the
University Affairs Committee,
said
that
recommended
changes by the president’s
council and CSU chancellor to
a proposal for shared governance were rejected by the
UAC.
Shared governance, which is

intended to give students an
impact on issues and policies
that affect them within the CSU
system and on their respective
campuses, was sent to the

president’s office and then to
the chancellor’s.
It was returned to the committee with changes in wording.

Benzason

said Monday

those changes

Please come to the walk-in
clinic or call 826-3146 to

that

“took the teeth

out of” the proposal and were
framed so the chancellor’s office will take note of recommendations rather than follow
them.
He said the point of the pro-

posal was to keep AS from under the umbrella of the
chancellor’s and president’s
authority to allow students to
work with the administration
rather than under it.

Shared governance
is intended to give
students an impact
on issues and policies that affect them
within the CSU system.

Women’s Center allocated
money for new printer

Representatives
of
the
Women’s Center requested
$1,037 for a new printer and
toner cartridges

because

ship and Fee Grant Committee
and the Student Grievance Tribunal. Koree Karr was appointed to the Public Safety
cones

the

one they had was incompatible
with the computer they use.

AS unanimously approved
the request with the understanding that the other printer
would be returned to AS.

GUR

Four appointments made to
AS council, committees
Ben Carpenter was appointed as a new professional
studies representative. Carpenter takes the place of Tess
Miller, whose resignation was
officially received at the Oct. 9
meeting.
Sheila Weeks, another professional studies representative,
was appointed to the Scholar-

make an appointment.

HSU Newman Community
A Catholic Student Organization
700 Union St., Arcata

Enquiry Classes
Daily Mass at 7 a.m.

822-6057
www.humboldt.edu/~newman

Retreats

Friday Night Dinners
Social Activities
Study Area
Fellowship

(for further info)

Sunday Mass™

ee

5:30 p.m. held at Lutheran Church 151 E. 16" st (off Union)
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Flu vaccine

delayed

Because of slowly producing strains, regulation problems
It takes one to two weeks after receiving the shot for a person to develop protective anti-

Influenza

vaccines

will be

delivered later than usual this
year.
The delay is not limited to the
Student Health Center. In June,
vaccine

manufacturers

told

federal public health officials to
expect flu vaccine shipments
later than usual this fall.
The amount of vaccine is
complicated by two factors: one
of the three strains in this

year’s influenza vaccine produces more slowly than expected, which limits the supply
that can be developed in time
for flu season. Secondly, some
flu vaccine manufacturers are
having regulatory problems
with the Food and Drug Administration.
Flu is a major cause of illness
and death in the United States,

resulting in approximately
20,000 deaths and more than
110,000 hospitalizations each
year, according to the Centers

for Disease Control.
Flu viruses change over time,
and vaccines are updated annually to include the viruses that
are most likely to cause disease
in the coming flu season.

bodies.
In addition

to flu viruses,

other respiratory

pathogens

circulate during the same peri
ods and can cause similar respiratory illness. This some-

times leads people

to believe

that the flu vaccine did not
work, according to a press release from the Department of

Veterans Affairs.
In the United States, flu outbreaks typically occur from
late December through March,

according to the Centers
Disease Control.

for

[t is not yet known when

the

health center will get the vaccine.
According
to a Student
Health Center pamphlet about
the influenza virus, to prevent

getting the flu, or to lessen the
severity

of

the flu, students

should get a flu shot each fall
— particularly students over
the age of 50 or those who have
chronic health problems.
The pamphlet states that although a flu shot is good protection against the flu, the vaccine
is not always effective because
the flu strains it protects

flu include high fever, a dry, severe cough, a prominent head-

ache, muscle aches and pains,
tiredness, extreme exhaustion,
chest discomfort and occasionally sneezing, stuffy nose and
sore throat.
The flu is highly contagious

and

usually enters

the body

through mucous membranes in
the mouth, nose or eyes. Be-

cause it is a virus, antibiotics
can not cure the flu.
Pregnant students or those
allergic to eggs should ask a
doctor whether or not to get a
flu shot.

Other ways to protect from
the flu include keeping away
from people who have the flu
since the virus is spread when

an infected person coughs or
sneezes.
Also, washing hands frequently

reduces

the

risk

to KREH while
they study.

of

catching a cold or the flu.
Don’t smoke and avoid second-hand smoke.
Finally,

maintaining

healthy diet,
sleep, keeping
and drinking
duces the risk

oy

a

getting enough
stress levels low
lots of water reof illness.
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ested in the sciences and/or
teaching.
The

* Continued from page 9
card or other hand-held device;
a Web-based “Math Engine,” an
integrated software package
developed by students at
Marshall

University

mercial potential.
Deadline to apply for these
grants in Dec. 15. For more in-

formation about applying for
these grants, call (413) 587-2172
or visit info@nciia.org.

that sup-

ports higher order mathematics for online instruction, allowing hand-held devices to

1.0.0.F. donates
Carranza Fund

function

A donation of $500 was made
to the Donald A. and Inez H.
Carranza Scholarship Fund by
the Independent Order of Odd

as scientific calcula-

tors; and a “Flexible Bolt,” designed by students at Cal Poly
that can be used to securely join
misaligned parts.
In addition, faculty from
many academic disciplines and
types of academic institutions
received

awards

up to $50,000

Fellow, Sequoia Lodge No. 14.

The scholarship fund, created by Don and Inez Carranza
at the Humboldt Area Founda-

tion, will award annually five
scholarships to graduates of
Humboldt or Del Norte counties high schools who are inter-

ry

for courses and projects that
encourage students to develop
applied innovations with com-

to

PAID

Carranzas

were

part of

a partnership that founded
Commercial Radio and Electronics Company in 1948.
This company pioneered twoway radio communication in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties and marine electronics for
the fishing industry in this
area.
Inez Carranza also taught
school in the Eureka City
School system for more than 20
years.
For more information about

the Carranza scholarship and
other scholarships available,
contact the Humboldt Area
Foundation at 442-2993.

Campus
examined

safety
tomorrow

The Public Safety Committee

will lead a walk tomorrow to
check the safety of the campus.
Members of the committee,
and whoever else wants to attend, will break up into three
groups and scour the campus
for unsafe conditions.
They will be looking for
things such as the infrastruc-

ture, overgrown shrubbery, inadequate lighting, disabled access areas and bicycle parking
racks.
They are meeting tomorrow

from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in front of
the Student and Business Services Building.
Anything deemed unsafe
will be reported to UPD via
walkie-talkies.
Before changes are made,
needed adjustments will be
weighed against budgetary priorities and what is already being covered by the Infrastructure Project.

Survey shows HSU
grads successful
Questionnaires were mailed
to 1,267 HSU bachelor’s degree
recipients
and
113
HSU
master’s degree recipients with
responses of 476 and 42, respec-

tively.
Of those who responded,
more than 51 percent of the
bachelor’s degree and nearly 74
percent of the master’s degree
recipients are employed in a job
related to their major.
The percentages of both
bachelor’s and master’s degrees recipients who are “not
employed; actively seeking employment” are slightly higher
than 2 percent each.
The factor cited as most important in obtaining their jobs
was “work or internship/volunteer experience.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Healthy Students, Healthy Choices
Challenging the myths about booze, dope, and smokes.
Universities and colleges across the United States have been center stage due to

the negative attention being drawn to their campuses due to substance-related behaviors.

By Bryce Kyburz,
HSU Health Educator

a week when in reality 16% of the students reported having consumed alcohol at least 3

times a week. In relation to marijuana use, students believed that 0.1% of HSU student
have never smoked marijuana (in other words, they believe that every HSU student has
smoked marijuana at least once in their lives), however 42% of students reported having
never smoked marijuana. In addition, students perceived that 46% smoke marijuana 1-3

An alcohol-fueled student riot at Washington State University. The hockey season
cancelled at the University of Vermont following the discovery of substance-related hazing
practices by their team captains. Two varsity athletes sexually assaulted an unconscious
female at Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio.
And the most recent death of an 18-yearold student at Chico State University
63% of HSU students drink 5 or fewer when

following a night of drinking an extreme

« The Lumberjack

times a week when in fact 11% HSU

they party!

students reported using marijuana 1-3 times
a week. The gap between perceived and
actual use of tobacco followed a similar
pattern as alcohol and marijuana. 72% of
HSU students surveyed overestimated the
actual percentage of students who reported
that they smoke (24.3%).

amount of alcohol during a pledge party with
his fraternity brothers.
75% of students reported that they y do not smoke cigarettes!
g
Although Humboldt State
University has not experienced alcoholOver the next two months, HSU
induced riots, degrading hazing practices, or
53% of HSU students reported having never smoked marijuana
students
will
be exposed to this information
an alcohol-related overdose death, it does
(42%) or very rarely (11%)!
in
many
different
forms. Last week, students
not mean HSU is immune to the problem of
were
able
to
ask
questions
regarding alcohol
substance use and abuse. It is a local,
use
and
abuse
during
National
Collegiate
statewide, and national belief that all
Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW). Students from the Student Health Outreach Program
Humboldt State University students smoke pot. We can read in the UPD Clips about the
(SHOP) will be sponsoring an awareness week in conjunction with "The Great American
overindulgence
extreme
their
to
student that was transported to the hospital or to jail due
Smokeout”
lasting from November 13-17. “Smoke Nothing Week" will take tobacco
in alcohol. tt only takes one glance out on the Quad on a beautiful day to be convinced
smoking
cessation
a step further and encourage students to give up marijuana for the
that the vast majority of students are smoking cigarettes. According to the media, various
week or even one day. The main theme for “Smoke Nothing Week" will be similar to
local traditions, and outward appearances Humboldt students are engaging in destructive,
NCAAW in that we want to dispel myths about student's level of use and provide them with
negative, high-risk behaviors.
accurate
information. Students from SHOP will be tabling on the Quad and there will be a
the
of
10%
approximately
During the 1999 Spring semester, HSU staff surveyed
number
of
programs being presented around campus throughout the week.
student body (753 students) to determine the actual level of substance use at HSU. The
As
these awareness weeks are unveiled and more comprehensive prevention
data was obtained by administering a pencil and paper survey designed by the CORE
efforts are developed, HSU administration, staff and students will strive to make the
Institute at Southern lilinois University called the CORE Institute Campus Survey of Alcohol
messages positive, inclusive and empowering.
survey
Norms
Campus
the
Primarily,
and Other Drug Norms (Campus Norms survey).
Positive: Stating the desired behavior in positive terms. We want to emphasize
of
perceptions
their
measured two areas: HSU students’ current substance use levels and
that
the majority of HSU students are making positive choice - it is time to look at
alcohol, tobacco, marijuana and other “illicit drug” use.
the good in HSU students!
The data from the Campus Norms survey show that the majority of HSU engage
Inclusive: Report and focus on the majority of behaviors, but give the full
two-week
a
in
setting
one
in
drinks
fewer
or
(5
behaviors
drinking
in low-risk, moderate
information.
We have chosen to highlight positive behaviors, but do not ignore
being
survey
the
to
prior
fashion
this
in
period). 63% of HSU students reported drinking
the
more
problematic
behaviors
administered. HSU students are making healthier choices regarding alcohol consumption
Empowering:
Recognize
the current positive behaviors and encourage students
than national averages. 75% of HSU students reported having not smoked cigarettes in
to continue to make healthy choices. There is a silent majority that has no voice
the two weeks prior to the survey, which is consistent with the national averages. The
- it is time to make some noise and be recognized
it
using
or
(42%)
marijuana
used
"never"
having
reported
majority (53%) of HSU students
than
higher
is
HSU
“once or twice in the past year” (11%). The level of marijuana use at
HSU administration, staff and students want to empower and affirm the students
national averages.
who are making positive choices and give them a voice that they are not alone while at the
One phenomenon that is unique on college and university campuses is that
same time offering support and services to students who may be experiencing substancestudents, staff, faculty, parents, media, and the general public overestimate the actual
related problems. There are plenty of myths that can to be challenged, perceptions that
from
collected
data
the
from
level of substance use. And HSU is no different according
can be altered, and behaviors that can be reduced through a comprehensive, long-term
the survey. When asked about the perceived levels of use in the survey, students
prevention campaign that focuses on the positive behaviors of HSU students rather than
significantly overestimated the level of substance use by their friends and students in
highlighting
the bad. If you would like more information regarding this data, please contact
general.
Bryce
Kyburz,
HSU Health Educator, at 826-5123 or bak7001@humboldt.edu.
times
3
least
at
HSU students perceived that 43% of students consume alcoho?
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Hospital buyout raises questions
Abortions, sterilizations not performed at General once sale is final
BY JENNIFER

SAVAGE

Of the 58 counties
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

abortions without

he impending purchase of
EKureka’s General Hospital by
St. Joseph Health System has
area women concerned. Once the sale
is final, General
Hospital will no longer
allow abortions or tubal ligations to be
performed, said Laurie Watson, public
relations director for St. Joseph.
“We are bound by religious directives, ” Watson said, referring to the

Ethical and
Catholic

Religious

Health

Care

Directives
Services,

in California,

Yolo
—————

Alameda County

os Angeles County

SouRCE:

WWW.CHOICE.ORG
GRAPHIC

said, “but that’s really

who need general anesthesia, are referred to either General Hospital or Mad
River Hospital in Arcata, according to

tomies anyway.”

Debbe

to stay available, Hartridge said.

not

al

vasecto

mies and the dispensationof contracep
tives.
However, vasectomies are not per
formed in hospitals,
said both Hartridge
and Watson, but in doctors’ offices.
“It’s been reported that General will
no longer be able to perform vasecto-

HMO

would

still have

to pay for it,

eventually passed states only that mediSan Diego County

Between 50 and 60 women a

mergers.html. The services
lowed include: tubal ligations,

pay for proce-

But because of successful lobbying by
Catholic organizations, the law that

Monterey County

mies,” Watson

parenthood.org/library/
FAMILYPLANNINGISSUES/

HMOs

Hartridge said.

unfair, because hospitals don’t do vasec-

ents, Hartridge said, which “doesn’t
seem like a major inconvenience ... but
it’s hard to say for sure.”
In addition to forbidding abortion, the
directives prohibit Catholic hospitals
from engaging in any services that con
tradict official Catholic teaching, ac
cording to Planned Parenthood’s na
site
tional
Web
www.planned

Kern County

San Mateo County

ber of facilities that provide abortions
is getting cut in half is flat out dangerous.”
Currently, 90 percent of abortions in
Humboldt County are performed at the
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood facility.

tion and education for Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood. Planned Parenthood is located in Eureka, next to General Hospital.
Mad River Hospital will continue to
be available to Planned Parenthood’s cli-

Contra Costa County

\

to make

dures that couldn't be done at a patient’s
primary hospital due to religious reasons. For example, if a woman in
Humboldt County belonged to an HMO
who contracted solely with St. Joseph
needed a tubal ligation, then she would
have to go to Mad River Hospital, but her

Santa Clara County

ior, said, “I think it’s a big deal for the
community and the greater issues of
women’s rights. The fact that the num-

director of informa-

County

tended

Michelle Osinga, an art/biology jun-

Hartridge,

ceptives ... was fought against by the
Catholic Church,” Hartridge said, “and
lobbying efforts caused another law to
be majorly compromised.”
The original bill, she said, was in-

Mendocino County(

which

year, those

of Planned Parenthood’s statewide concerns is fighting lobbying effort by
Catholic organizations in Sacramento,
Hartridge said.
“A law requiring insurance provider

offer

that cover prescriptions to cover contra-

for

to com-

11

significant limitations

U.S. Catholic hospitals, like St. Joseph’s,
must observe.
General Hospital’s public relations director, Zani Weber, was unable
ment.

only

Low-cost vasectomies are available at

Planned Parenthood and will continue
Watson also said that the directives
make allowances for some situations,
such

as providing

emergency

contra-

ception to victims of sexual assault.
“Our directive requires, ‘compassionate and understanding care should be
given to victims of sexual assault... that
every victim deserves psychological
support, spiritual support and accurate
medical information.’”
Watson said once doctors confirm
that a victim of sexual assault is not al
ready pregnant, they can administer a
drug to prevent fertilization, Watson
said.
“T was also asked what would happen
if someone was having an abortion at
Planned Parenthood and something
went wrong, would we take that person
or would she have to go all the way to
Mad River? And my response is absolutely not. We take care of anyone ... in
an emergency situation, we absolutely
take care of anyone,” Watson said.
Hartridge said that “the directives
and what hospitals actually do is not the

same

BY TAFFY

STOCKTON

in all parts of the county,”

but

“what Catholic hospitals do and don’t do
is why Planned Parenthood, both here
and statewide, is making sure that
people have legal access to reproductive
care.”

According to Adrienne Bousin of
California Abortion and Reproductive
Rights Action League, 36 percent of
California counties are without an identifiable abortion provider and 72 percent
of California hospitals do not perform
abortions.
“Hospital access is very important,”
she said, “because there are a number
of reasons that women can’t be seen at
clinics (for abortion services), such as
asthma, heart conditions ... or because
they live in an area that doesn’t have a

clinic as an option.”
Further, Bousin said only 5 percent of

those hospitals that do provide abortion
services, do so without “significant re
strictions,” such as having an established relationship with a physician.
These restrictions, Bousin said “make
access very difficult for women in rural areas, women with medical compli
cations and women with special trans
lation needs.”
Both CARRAL and Planned Parenthood encourage political activism. One

cal providers prominently list what services are not offered, she said.
Still, Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
“has worked cooperatively with St. Joseph,” Hartridge said, “and we really do
appreciate our relationship with them.
We work together on educational programs such as the ongoing ‘Breast Cancer Early Detection’ program, which St.
Joseph brought (to Humboldt County).

They also provide Women’s Resource
Centers in the Bayshore Mall and in
Fortuna that offer lots of information,
support meetings, stress management
and help with domestic violence.”
Watson

said the acquisition of Gen-

eral Hospital by St. Joseph will actually
increase women’s health care options.
“Reproductive services are only a
small part of women’s health care,” she
said. “St. Joseph provides support for
the women’s shelter, free screening for

breast and cervical cancer to women
who couldn’t otherwise afford it ... the
list goes on and on.”
Both Hartridge and Watson are concerned about the community’s reaction
to the sale.
“People’s choices are being narrowed,” Hartridge said, “but Planned
Parenthood wants to reassure our clients that at this point all services will
remain available.”
about is, ‘Will the joining of the two
hospitals mean less services?’ and the
answer is no,” Watson said. “That’s the
bottom line.”
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Blue Lake group seeks artist

1036 G ST.
822-FILM

Blue Lake Market’s wall needs submissions for mural
BY Juice

“We’re looking for artists to submit
sketches and bids for the project. The mu-

NEILSON

LUMBERJACK STAFF

ee

There’s a huge blank canvas
awaiting the hand of an artist

:

_
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in Blue Lake.
The Blue Lake

Marlene
Downtown

Revitalization Group has extended the deadline for bids to
paint a mural on the west wall

mostly private individuals with

include all expenses, including

the group, which she describes
as a “rag-tag little organization,
members

of

the

Blue

Lake Chamber of Commerce.”
“We’re looking for artists to
submit sketches and bids for
the project,” Smith said. “The
mural should depict a scene
from Blue Lake’s past.”

WILLOW & RAGS
Contemporary New & Used Clothing

paint, materials and whatever
equipment is necessary to realize that artist’s vision, Smith
said.

season to the wet weather, and
the deadline has been extended

“Funding for the mural came
from a Forest Service grant,”
Smith said.
“We really are set on the historical theme being followed,”
Smith said. “If artists need to
become more familiar with the
history of our little town, they
can check out the museum or

to next spring,” she said.

the Logger Bar, both of which

The deadline was extended,

Smith said, because the group
had received only one bid in
response to its earlier request.
“As a result, we've lost this

John Toste has owned Blue
Lake Market for the past four
years.

LTS JUST AN
INSTITUTIONALIZED
BRAIN WASHINGI*

Blue Lake Downtown Revitalization Group

a few

Marlene Smith, a licensed
acupuncturist, is a member of

Smith

member of the

“The Revitalization Group
approached me with the idea
for the mural,” Toste said. “I
thought it sounded pretty
good.”
Bids for the project should

of Blue Lake Market.

Midnight Fri. & Sat. Oct. 27 - 28
10 p.m. Halloween

ral should depict a scene from Blue Lake’s
past.”

have plenty of photos to draw
inspiration from.”
Prospective artists who wish

to acquaint themselves with
the history of the town could
learn a lot from Jean Leavitt,
curator of the Blue Lake Museum.
“Blue Lake was started as a
resort town in 1873,” Leavitt
said. “It was built by a French
man on the banks of the little
lake that was here, next to the
river.”
The lake is no longer around.
“There is no lake in Blue
Lake,” Leavitt said, “except
when it rains hard.”
The Blue Lake Museum is in
the old depot across the street
from Blue Lake Market on Railroad Avenue, Leavitt said. Winter hours are by appointment.
“T’d like to see the mural
showing something about the

see Mural, page 18

HSU Students:
Discover Rainbow Mini Storage.
Running out of room? Store your stuff here.

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
Fire alarm system throughout.
Dry, well-lighted spaces.
Packing materials & boxes available.

we

Mini

Storage

180 F Street, Arcata

LE
cx seri

ce V@SuS/for yourself)
7

j

Full self-service UPS packing &
shipping service available.

‘

Weer eames!
vine@axe.humboidt.edu
(The Vine)
*Based on a ‘99 student poll about the word Christianity
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Trinidad at a glance

Fishing, natural beauty appeals to many tourists
BY AMANDA

Lana
drastic changes until gold was
discovered in 1851. Simmons
said overnight the population
skyrocketed from 300 people to

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
With a population of 400,
Trinidad is one of the smallest
incorporated cities in California. Trinidad has come a long
way through the years — from
the early days of Spanish exploration to the Gold Rush boom
of the 1850s — this friendly seaside community offers comfort
to its residents they can’t find
anywhere else.
Officially incorporated as a
city in 1850 — the year California became a state, Trinidad’s
first inhabitants had already
been around the land a few hundred years.
According to Ned Simmons,
area historian and owner of
Trinidad Art, the Tsurai Indians were the first to settle into
the area and establish a coastal
village.
“The Native Americans were
very successful with utilizing
the resources of the area,” he
said. “They established one of
the largest coastal tribal villages of its time.”
The first European to discover the bay was Sebastian
Rodriguez Cermeno, a Portu-

more than

“Up to this point, fur trading,
timber and fishing were the big
players in the economy,”
Simmons said. “When gold was
discovered people claimed that
Trinidad may be the next San
Francisco.”

However, it was determined
the gold was too fine and the
particles could not be separated
from the sand.
The

population

soon

dwindled and the economy
again became focused on timber and fishing revenue. The
city began to take shape and
maintained stability for several
decades.
According to Alex Brehm,
city clerk for Trinidad, the
population may not have drastically changed in the past 50
years, but the social and economic scene of the city has.
Brehm said for a small community where everything is
centrally located, where everyone knows each other and
where families have an environment to thrive — the number of families has decreased in
recent years.
In fact, the current enrollment at Trinidad Union School
is at a low with only 120 students. Typically the school has
400 to 500 students enrolled.
“Families are just not collecting here anymore,” Brehm
said. “The cost of living is so

guese sea captain in 1595.

However, according to the
Trinidad Chamber of Commerce Web site, it wasn’t until
1775 that the bay was given a
name.
Spanish captains Bruno de
Hezeta and Juan Francisco de
la Bodega y Cuadra anchored
on June 9 and named the port
La Santisima Trinidad.

Trinidad

3,000.

ists can seem to afford it. Since
the shift has changed from a
logging and fishing industry,
the families have relocated.
“Filling the space are people
from the city who can no longer

afford to live there, but can afford it up here,” he said.
While Brehm estimates the
numbers of bed-and-breakfasts
and tourism attractions may
increase, Trinidad is very limited with how much bigger it
can grow.
“The city has recognized that
there are limits to how much
we can build because there is a
limited source of water availability. The water supply cannot handle much more expansion,” he said.
Mickey Fleschner, broker
and realtor for Coldwell Banker
Trinidad Realty, said he believes the amount of water
availability will come to play a
large role in growth of the city.
He said he has not seen a
population growth over the
years, but a turnover rate —
families are moving out and
tourists are buying .those

or nine more

lots to build on

downtown,” Fleschner said.
“We are almost capped for potential growth.”
Besides a market, a service
station and a few in-house businesses, most Trinidad residents commute daily to Eureka
and Arcata for their jobs.
“They would rather live out

see Trinidad, next page
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View of the bluffs from the Trinidad State Beach.
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View of the Trinidad Pier, which was just purchased by the Trinidad Rancheria.

Trinidad: Locals look at tourism and the economy
* Continued from previous page

in this beautiful scenery and
commute to work, instead of
living much closer to their
jobs,” Brehm said.
Such

scenery

Trinidad

Win thig

on display

Dress

at LoLa

includes

found

in

a 200-foot

bluff above the sea, which some
would say, offers a million-dollar view.
Brehm said for Trinidad to

grow economically the residents need to come up with a
unified opinion on tourism.
Some residents like the money
tourism generates, but as soon
as the day is done they want
them to leave and go home.

Enter to win this dress!

Raffle held on Oct.
30th. No purchase

necessary. Need not be
present to win.

Other residents hate the tourists and just want to keep

A clothing

things as they once were, he
said. “Either we need to all

boutique
1041 H Street, Arcata

agree to encourage tourism or
all agree to not encourage tourism — either way we will have
a general consensus on the idea

been able to stay here as long
as I have.”
According to Brehm, it’s

so that as a city, we can move

stand 25 years from now.
“With each new generation

ahead.”
One area business owner believes tourists and the money

they spend in the area help
keep a roof over her and her
husband’s head.

Carolyn
Trinidad

Eatery

and

of

Gal-

lery, said 70 percent of her business is derived from tourism
alone.
She said “... because of the
revenue generated from tourists eating in my restaurant I
can afford to live in town. If I

didn’t have the tourists stopping

to eat,

comes a whole new set of
ideas,” he said. “However, one
factor plays a role in how

Trinidad will develop in the future, and that’s the weather.

Phillips, owner
Bay

hard to say where Trinidad will

I wouldn’t

have

“Contractors

and all these

tourists who want to build vacation homes need to realize
they are dealing with some of
the most hazardous coastline in
Northern California and that it

rains heavily for six months a
year.

They

summer

can’t

be building

homes

and

Why go to Keno or Las Vegas...
Nevada Style Slot Machines
are right here in Trinidad!

826-0851

CLINK!
CLINK!
CLINK!
EMERALD CITY

LANNDRT

AKCATA'S COMPLETE
NEIGHBOKHOOD LAUNDRY
12th & G Streets

OPEN

EVERY

DAY

Cher-Ae Heights Bingo ¢ Casino
¥; ne He,es, Open 24 hours/ 7 days a week
@wom

Py

(5

golf

courses, because chances are
Mother Nature won’t allow it.”

One mile south of Trinidad on Scenic Dr.

107-677-3611
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leads to problems

in Arcata

City Council discusses burn procedures, homebuyer program
TO THE LUMBERJACK

The controlled burn that
filled Arcata with smoke on last
week will not happen again.
The North Coast Unified Air
Quality Management District
will not allow any more burning at the Mad River Slough
Wildlife Area, said Kevin
O’Neil.
O’Neil, a division chief for
the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection,
spoke at last Wednesday’s
Arcata City Council meeting.
CDF and the California Department of Fish and Game
started the burn when they
thought the weather conditions
were right. However, instead of
winds blowing the smoke out
towards the ocean like they predicted, a mini-inversion kept
the smoke in Arcata.
O’Neil took the blame for the
smoky conditions and apologized for it at the beginning of
the meeting. Karen Kovacs, bi-

successful so far. He pointed out

ronmental and economic com-

that of the 42 applicants, no one
has defaulted on their loans.
“T like the scheme,” Ornelas
said. “Allowing people to work
on fixer-up homes with this
program is also good.”
Councilwoman
Jennifer
Hanan said the biggest problem
the city faces is finding affordable housing. The average price
of a home in Arcata is $140,000.
In other business, Kathy
Moxon, director of the Institute
of the Northcoast, gave a pre-

munity come together
.to create
this prosperity document.
The document is available

money to buy their own homes.

The North Coast Strategy.” The

The city plans to apply for up
to $500,000 to continue the firsttime-homebuyer program. It already has secured $250,000 from

institute compiled a 55-nage
document outlining strategies

previous grants.
Most council members were
positive about this program.

an essential part of prosperity.
Moxon spoke about how the

online

at www.northcoast

prosperity.com.
In the open session for city
residents, the largest area of
concern was the flooding prob-

lems of Janes Creek.
Resident Jane Fraser said a
comprehensive plan is needed

sentation titled “Prosperity —

Wildwood
Music

for prosperity in the area.
She said “quality of life” is

Councilman Robert Noble said
he was concerned about the
“number of hoops” residents
have to go through with these

economy can grow without
hurting the natural resources
of the area.
“We must focus on each business and invest in them,”

state grants.

Moxon said.

Councilman Bob Ornelas
said the program has been very

Mayor Connie Stewart said it
was exciting to have the envi-

to correct problems with flooding. Another concern was the
high amount of runoff sediments in the South Fork of
Janes Creek.
Stewart said money is available in this year’s budget to create a plan for stormwater
drainage.
She said the planning will
begin soon and urged residents
to participate in it.

1027

I Street

Arcata,

CA

95521

Fall Sale
Everything on Sale
Nov.

2-4

822-6264

SPECIAL

ologist for Fish and Game, said
the burn was to remove grass
and vegetation to improve wildlife habitat. Kovacs said the
Fish and Game would now have
to look at other options to manage and return the area toa
wetland environment.
In scheduled matters, the
council voted unanimously to
apply for first-time-homebuyer
grants from the California Department of Housing and Development.
This program will allow lowincome families to borrow

WWW. Wildwood. Ws

BY Eric MurPuy

Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30,Sun 12-4

Think different.
No, really think different.
Vote Green.

Medea Benjamin for U.S. Senate
Living Wage

Schools, Not Prisons

Electoral Reform

For more information: 415-864-VOTE

Universal Health Care

Safe Food & Family Farms

+ medeaforsenate.org
Paid for by Medea Benjamin for US Senate /1D FEC (00354811
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It is open to the public.
It will be held in the Green
and Gold Room in Founders
Hall. For more information,
contact Nicole Valentine at 8259664.

eS

5:30 p.m.
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The League of Women Voters
of Humboldt County will be
holding a “Pros and Cons presentation” on the California
Ballot Measures Thursday at

OD

by LWVHC
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pss ARCATA CITY COUNCIL
Arcata

residents

Michael

support

“Mike will add a fresh breeze to a community which he has
been a part of for three decades. His ideas will add needed
diversity to the current Council.”
Frank Cheek, HSU National Champion
Softball Coach
“I don’t expect anyone to vote as I would 100% of the time,
but I do trust that Michael will do his homework, demand
the facts, sift through the data, actively seek out opinions,
and then vote responsibly.”
Alan Sanborn, Local Artist

“I trust that Michael will provide sound interpretation of
and adherence to the Arcata General Plan. This will be critical in protecting our natural resources over the next 20
years.”
Lisa Brown, Arcata business owner

“I’ve known Michael for 20 years and | find him to be very
honest. He understands the community and would listen to
all the people.”
James Washington, Arcata High School Track Coach
“As a Councilmember, Michael will be hard-working, fiscally
responsible, and non-biased in his decision making. I believe he will bring openness, balance and accountability to
the Council.”

Conzelmann,

Stockbroker & former

owner of New Outdoor Store

with

experience JAPAN
the JET PROGRAM

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program, sponsored by the
Japanese government, is seeking college graduates (BA/BS by 6/30/00)
from all majors for one-year positions in Japan. Serve as an assistant
Language Teacher (ALT) or Coordinator for International Relations (CIR).

JAPANESE LANGUAGE ABILITY IS NOT NECESSARY FOR ALTs.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:

Wednesday, October 25 « 6 p.m.
HSU ¢ Siemens Hall/Room 109
The meeting will be led by a former JET participant who will share his or
her experiences about living and working in Japan on the JET program.

ALL MAJORS WELCOME!
to request an application,

please call:

I (800) INFO-JET

es
=s—
Oo
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artists will be asked to show
their past work as well as to
provide a list of references.
For detailed information
on submissions, contact
Marlene Smith at 444-8558.
For an appointment at the
Blue Lake Museum, contact
Jean Levitt at 668-5576.
Blue Lake Market is located at 410 Railroad Ave.,
and the Logger Bar is located
at 510 Railroad Ave.

Machi...

“Michael is honest, open-minded, and highly competent.
His participation in City issues as an involved resident has
given him the knowledge and experience that is needed for
a Council position. His proven ability to research and understand complex information, and to listen to different
opinions will make him an excellent Council member.”
Jennifer Hanan, Arcata City Council member

Kirk

railroad,” Leavitt said. “The
railroad was the force behind
the growth in Blue Lake. Now
that they’ve pulled up the
tracks, there’s not much left.”
Not everyone is keen on the
mural idea, though.
David Smith, who works in
the market, would rather see
the building restored.
“There are some cool old

pictures in the Logger Bar of
this place years ago,” Smith
said. “There was a big porch
out front, and a hitching post
for the horses. If I owned this
place, I’d restore it to that old
general store kind of feeling.”
He said that someone may be
able to incorporate that concept into his or her artwork.
After all submitted bids and
sketches are reviewed by the
Revitalization Group, selected

85.

* Continued from page 14

a

Mural: Search continues for artist Submissions

0.

OO

Election Night Coverage Tuesday, Nov. 7 from 10 to 11 p.m. on
Channel 13.
Teen Vote 2000 is a collaborative project supported by

445-0813.

SV

shown on Teen Vote 2000 Live

of KEET-TV and other donors.
For more information, contact Maggy Herbelin at 445-2401
or Amanda Tobin Schleef at

OO

More than 2,000 teens registered to vote in Teen Vote 2000,
the first project of its kind in
the nation.
On Election Day, registered
ninth through 12th graders will
vote at specially marked voting
booths within regularly established polling areas. The votes
will not be counted in the general election, but will be tallied
separately. The results will be

KEET-TV,
the
League
of
Women Voters of Humboldt
County, the Humboldt County
Office of Education
and
Humboldt County Administrative Services.
CyberTribe, a group of area
high school students, tallied
voter registration forms and
will tally ballots on election
night.
The project is funded by a
grant from the corporation for
PBS’s Democracy Project and
sponsorships by Pacific Gas &
Electric, American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees, the Humboldt Area
Foundation, Coast Central
Credit Union, Barbara Adams,
contributions from members

et

Thousands of teens
register to vote

n
p
S
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voucher

debate

continues

Will initiative provide better education or drain funds from public schools?
BY Aaron

G. LEHMER

to come from somewhere — the
state can raise taxes or take it

OPINION EDITOR

from other programs,” he said.

he debate

rages on

over Proposition

38,

the
controversial
school voucher initiative on the
California ballot Nov. 7. Supporters argue the measure will

would lose money from this ini-

improve

tiative flies in the face of the

by

%
& .

SecA

x

education

giving

parents

statewide
a

$4,000

voucher to send each of their
children to the K-12 school of
their choice, while opponents
contend the proposition will
drain scarce resources from
public education and create
new schools with little accountability.
According to the California
Official Voter Information
Guide, Proposition 38 would
amend the state constitution to
“authorize annual state payments of at least $4,000 per pupil for private and religious
schools phased in over four
years.” The proposition also
permits the legislature to re-

logic of the proposition, which
guarantees a new base level of

funding,” he said. “If there are
schools that are educating children so miserably that they fail,

they

don’t

propped

deserve

up by

to

taxpayer

be
dol-

lars.”
Regarding the possibility of
a budgetary

EA

W\
r

said, “(California taxpayers)
will realize savings early on
because the state currently
spends an average of over
$8,000 per pupil

in the public

schools.” He said for every parent who pulls a child out of the
public schools, the state will realize several thousand dollars

place the current funding sys-

in savings.

tem for public schools with a
minimum formula based on the
national per-pupil average.
John Travis, president of the
HSU chapter of the California
Faculty Association, said his

Bertelli said if 10 percent of
children leave the public
schools, the state would end up
at a break-even point in terms
of overall educational spend-

organization
“is
very much

bf
E34

shortfall, Bertelli

ing.
|

|

“California
would

achieve

=
yi’

Humboldt

County

Superin-

tendent of Schools, Louis
Bucher, said “children already
attending private schools
would benefit greatly, but students remaining in public
schools with fewer dollars and
resources will see the quality
of their education decline.”
“If we all had to play by the
same rules, there wouldn’t be
much argument over vouchers,” Bucher said. “People talk
about the benefit of free-market choices, but even busi-

a

menting

goes up to
just 15 per-

nesses have to play by the same
set of rules and standards,” he
said. “Voucher schools would
be exempt from many public
school requirements.”
“I just don’t think it’s good
public policy,” Bucher said.

Proposi-

cent,”

“People

tion

said.
B
u
t
Travis said

opposed to
Proposi-

$700 million

per year surplus if that
proportion

tion 38.”

He said
imple-

38

could cost
California
up to $3 billion

a

in overall
educatig

ai

to pay for
the vouchers of the
700,000 stu-

dents

ready

al-

en-

recent

California
Teachers
Association
study concluded that

more

spending

he

PHOTO BY AARON

LEHMER

John Travis is president of the
HSU chapter of the California
Faculty Association, which
opposes proposition 38.

rolled
in
private or home schools.
“That money’s going to have

Proposition
38
is
“mostly
a
subsidy to
wealthy

Ww

4i

“Higher education could take a
serious hit.”
Chris Bertelli, press secretary for the Yes on Proposition
38 campaign, disputed this
claim. “The idea that education

families
and

wouldn’t

that

could

public educa-

really

hurt

our

properly

and

Travis said he was also very

where
would
Travis
could

public accountability
be lacking. For instance,
said voucher schools
have teachers without

concerned about all students
having equal access to voucher

college degrees or teacher cre-

mit all students,” he said.
According to the Legislative

trained

from or what they’re spending

may

it on,” he said.

basis of “race, ethnicity, color
or national origin,” but they
are not prohibited from “re-

“From a taxpayer’s perspective, the lack of accountability
in voucher schools is practically nonexistent,” Bucher

parents

experiment

in

Milwaukee,

Bertelli said “there was a vast
improvement in the quality of

under

their

pro-

dren.”

credentialed,” he said. “Besides, credentials aren’t always
the best way of assessing quality teachers.”

worry

that

Proposition 38 would create
schools where teachers are not
aL

ei

£4

et

HREEARUSEE

SE

net

aan

admission

the

on other

bases, including sex, religion,

students will fall through
cracks in the system.

is granting

gram.”
In California public schools,
Bertelli said up to 25 percent of
teachers
are
already
noncredentialed.
“So it’s hardly the case that

educators

stricting

on

initiative

the ability to choose where they
want to send their kids to

passes.
“It sets a new floor based on
the per-pupil national average
for educational funding,” he
said. “So it funds public schools
and gives parents greater
choices in educating their chilSome

not discriminate

ability and disability.”
The
ability
of
voucher

education

38

Analyst’s assessment of Propo-

said. “We (public schools) have
to have independent audits —
voucher schools would not.”
But Bertelli said, “The best
accountability aspect of this

options

Proposition

“They aren’t required to ad-

sition 38 in the California voter
guide, private voucher schools

school.” Commenting on the
recent private school voucher

if

schools.

dentials.
“In addition, voucher schools
don’t have to report where
they’re getting their money

smaller
neighborhood
schools.”
But
Bertelli
said
underserved students would
immediately gain access to new

it

really help poor and

middle-class families.”

tion

leaving

being

all

publie

school

teachers

are

schools
these

to discriminate

bases

worry

on

educators

like Travis, who fear that some
the

But Bertelli said federal law
mandates that all students be
given
tion.

access

to a K-12 educa-

“The state already farms out
to private schools kids with special needs,” he said. “So public
schools aren't currently satisfying the special needs of children in our state.”
Assessing the performance
of voucher schools over time is

also a serious concern among
educators.

“Voucher schools would only

see Prop. 38, page 22

,
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people saying?

oY
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About third parties
“Tt’s interesting to see the media’s constant fascina-

“T’m a Democrat, but I’m ee vab bets eile)Nem CO hue tus manele elon
aC MR Ucl mae Ch mets
(owe etcicle mds beRe eta
eye-Vi eye) eee hum
:
get any funding to convey their message.
on
produced
On the whole politics are in the image
TV, which really seems to have no substance.”

— who’s ahead in the polls,
tion with the horse race
who’s losing. Instead the media should focus on the issues and where the candidates stand on the issues. “

Maclyn

As soon as | get
out, I'm gonna
smoke mad dope!

professor, journalism and mass communications

Paul Tetzner
post-graduate leet

McClary

(

macro ag teacher.

le

“I changed my mind of who I’m voting for this
week. I was going to vote for Gore just to get a vote
against Bush. I decided to vote for Nader because |
actually trust and want him to win. I don’t want to
give up my choice out of fear. I will exercise my right
to freedom. Green Party baby!

“It’s hard to get
in the candidate’s
Al Gore but I feel
the candidates in

Kelli Mulligan

a feel in our system for the truth
intentions. I’ll probably vote for
I’m not able to believe and trust
our system.”

Sam

environmental ethics senior

Downey

geography senior

About voter apathy

BY JAM!
“T’m pretty disheartened at the entire process. We have
such tremendous capacity with our technology and our

“We're responsible for the future and the only
thing that affects our future is our vote — if we don’t
use it, we lose it.
It’s tough when choosing the lesser of two evils.
I’m a man in my 40s so I’ve voted a lot, my track
record is pretty good but I think this one will be different. We need to focus on priorities, not peripherTa
‘

EbiTor tl

media to create a public forum and to deal with important issues.
The debates, with only two parties participating, were

in no way representative and the debates themselves
were just one long ‘soundbite.’”

controve
ballot.
If pas
nonviole

Nezzie Wade
lecturer, sociology

Rick MacKenzie

eet

offende:

“Today

with television running

the campaigns,

the

vote. I also feel like I’m forced this year to vote for Gore

winner is the one who can manipulate the media, but

out of fear of Bush making it to office, even though I’d

they might not be the best suited to run the country ...
What interests me about this election is that we may

like to express my support for third parties.”

placed o
tion and
into
a
treatme
gram in
going to
Cay
has
a
percent
prisone!
cerated
offenses
the Cali
Proposi
overcro’
first-tim
but at tl
treatme
The la
over the
demand
structio

elect a loser. We may have a popular vote winner that

fe

Ken Bergen

may lose in the electoral college. Then, apathy may come
to a screeching halt.”

undeclared junior

JeDon

Emenhiser

professor, political science

MU ites cmeLAMUO LCG l mcr imeem
for what ita
years. “

et

“The issue of the schools. Giving the vouchers or not.
I’m against them. Both of my parents are college professors and my sister is a school teacher and they all
think vouchers are a bad idea.”

Vm: Melba mete}
t le

ata) the city goes in the next two to four

Doug

Biair

picture framer, Northtown Art Supply, artist and
A

mamta
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TREATMENT PROGRAM
COURT ORDER OF PROBATION
AND DRUG TREATMENT

END OF PROBATION TREATMENT
Thank

Please don't do

CONTINUED PROBATION

drugs

Court selects drug treatment program and
orders defendent to complete it. Probation
order also specifies monitering conditions,
including (among other things)
¢ Frequency of drug testing
* Checking with court and probation officer.

you,

Nancy Reagan!

>

* Payment for portion of treatment & drug
testing costs.

* Movement restrictions

CONVICTION!

may » be up to 12 months,
plus six months of aftercare

Treatment

Says here you got

DRUG RELATED
PROBATION VIOLATION

;

Examples:

E

* Positive drug test
is soon as | get
ut, I'm gonna
oke mad

some skanky

Fill this
cup

4

shwag!

ye

¢ Failure to appear in court or in
treatment

dope!
of

caught tokin' on

aN
*

Busted!

¢q

¢ Rearrest on drug charges

Don’t do drugs,
boy!

joa

2°

3:

2nd

Ts

violation

violation

violation

OD

vw

vw

Di

Defendant is a danger to others
Unamendable

to treatment

COMPLETION OF
DRUG ORDERED
Aiea

4

»

Another chance

» One last chance

4

Go to jail! €

Defendant petitions court for dismissal. If court finds
treatment “successfully complete,”
conviction

MORE INTENSIVE
TREATMENT PROGRAM

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO PROP. 36

may be set aside. Dismissed conviction must be
disclosed when applying for certain jobs and licenses
and
by potential jurors

SOQURGE: YES ON PROP. 36 Wes SiTE (www.drugreform.org)

Prop. 36 may
BY JAMES

TRESSLER

EDITOR IN CHIEF

GRAPHIC

change

treatment trust fund. None of this money
can be used for drug testing, which is one
of the problems critics have with the act.
Humboldt County Sheriff Dennis Lewis

<

said he doesn’t support Proposition 36 beroposition 36, also known

as the

Substance Abuse and Crime Pre
vention Act, is one of the more
controversial measures on the November
ballot.
If passed, the law would require adult,
nonviolent drug
offenders to be
placed on probation and entered
into
a
drug
treatment

cause

he doesn’t

think the proposed

“has enough teeth in it.” He said he supports treatment programs, but the new law

might let too many people off with a “verbal slap on the wrist.
“Not every drug offender desires or has
the ability to rehabilitate themselves,”
Lewis
said. He said he’s
not confident that

“I have people every day
who say ‘Thank you for put-

ting me in jail.

pro-

gram instead of
going to jail.
California
has
a higher
percentage
of
prisoners incar-

| needed the

kick in the butt...”
Katherine

Stewart

substance abuse counselor

cerated for drug
offenses than any other state, according to
the California League of Women Voters.
Proposition 36 seeks to relieve California’s
overcrowded prisons and jails by keeping
first-time, “low-level” drug users out of jail
but at the same time requiring they seek
treatment.
The law could save taxpayers $1.5 billion
over the next five years because of less

demand

for prison

beds and prison con-

ma

ctriuetigry

Mmanlnad
af
I9CIQOaAG
Gi

ees, according to a report from
lative Analyst Office.
However.

the

report

also

Says

set

up

and

pay

for

narol
praia

the Legis
the

Will have to spend $120 million each
to

law

a substance

state

yea
abuse

area treatment facilities

have

enough resources
to provide treatment in a timely
manner to everyone sentenced to
the
treatment

program.
Katherine Stewart, a substance abuse
counselor at the Humboldt County Drug
Court, agreed that treatment alone doesn’t
work, Rather the two methods
treatment and jailing — should work together,
combining care with accountability, she
said.
Stewart, who has 10 years experience as
a substance abuse counselor, said many
drug users who
do manage

to get

clean

say

jail provided them with a chance to get
sober and get a reality check.
| have people
every day who
say “Thank
you for putting
I needed
the kick
me in jal
in

the

butt becaust

ouldn’t

hav

BY [AN COLVERT

face of drug politics
again, Will be put right back into treatment
able to quit on my own,’” she said.
rather than put in jail, he said.
Right now 45 counties in the state, inSupporters of the act, which include the
cluding Humboldt County, use drug courts
California
Association for Alcohol/Drug
as a way of reducing the overall caseload.
Educators, California Attorneys for CrimiIn drug courts, judges have the discretion
nal
Justice and the California Psychiatric
to send certain offenders, such as nonvioAssociation, cite the fact that a similar law
lent, first-time drug users, to rehabilitawas passed in Arizona in 1996 and since
tion programs instead of prison.
then 61 percent of the more than 2,600
Under Proposition 36, treatment would
people successfully completed drug treatbe required for a year plus six months of
ment programs,
follow-up
treataccording to arement.
port by the AriAfter successzona
Supreme
fully completing
lies,
our
friends
support
Court.
the program and
Supporters
finishing probaalso
say the law
tion, defendants
would’
divert
would be able to
25,000
nonviopetition the court
lent drug offendto erase the convic-

“We need to help our fami-

each other, instead of letting
the criminal justice system
do it”
Bill Domiano

tion.
The _ disSupervisor of the
missed conviction
must be disclosed
when applying for
certain jobs and licenses, and by potential jurors.
Of the approximately 200 people in the
Humboldt County drug court right now,
most of them have a long history of drug
addiction and drug-related crimes, said
Bill Domiano, supervisorof the Humboldt
County Drug Court.
The treatment program offered by

Proposition

36 probably

won’t

work,

he

said, because the problem of addiction is
so
deep-rooted in many of the people he
sees that one year isn’t enough to guaran
tee complete recover
People who violate
the conditionsof the treatment program
such

as

if

they

get

caught

using

drug

Humboldt County

ers

into

pro-

grams instead of
jail, according to
information on
Yes on Prop 36, a
support
Web
site
(www.drugreform.com).
Domiano said a better solution would be
for community groups to organize against
drug use in the same way neighborhood
watch programs were put together to stop
crime. Area groups could also help raise
money to open more drug treatment centers or at least create more slots
in existing programs
‘We need to heip our families, our
frien=s, support each other, instead of let
ting the criminal justice system do it,”
Domiano said. “That is the answer, not a
poorly written law.”

Drug Court

22 INDPTH.
Prop 28
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high school diploma,” he said.

* Continued from page 19

be required to report composite test scores, which just give
an average, overall sense of a
pupil’s
academic
_perfor-

mance,” Bucher said. “This
wouldn’t necessarily be the
same tests that are required by

public schools and they don’t
provide a good sense of student
performance in individual subject areas like mathematics and

Travis said there are also a
number of opportunities for
parents to get involved like par-

ticipating in area school
boards.
“New charter schools also
offer more choices in public
education than we’ve had before,” he said.
Still, Bertelli said

he
said

with children attending Los
Angeles area public schools, 67

state law mandates that the
same courses required in pub-

percent said they would pull

In

comprehension,”

response,

Bertelli

lic schools must also be taught
in private schools.

Despite their opposition to
Proposition 38, area educators
said they agree public education needs to be reformed.
“Reform doesn’t happen
overnight,” he said.
Bucher said reducing class
size has helped public education and that more emphasis is
now being placed on account-

ability for school curriculums
and assessment programs.
“For

example,

this

year’s

grade nine students must pass
an assessment test to earn their

their

kids

out

of

THOMPSON

Sitan boty @

om

ASS

many par-

ents want to be able to select
which schools their children
attend.
“In a recent poll of parents

reading
said.

fies
ie

the

public

schools if they could,” he said.
Bucher said that despite common belief, schools already
compete for students.

“Right now, there are ways

It’s the sign of the times in Arcata right now. Whether it be Green, Libertarlan, Democratic or Republican; whether it’s on a local, state or federal level;
citizens are expressing their stance through a simple medium — lawn signs.

and means that parents can use

to pull their kids out of certain
schools to attend others,” he
said. “State law permits those
kind of changes now.”
“We've invested a lot of time
and effort into public school
reforms,” Bucher said. “We

Questioning Humboldt
Question 1: What would you like to be doing with your life 10

years from now? Where would you like to live?

Question 2: What experience, person or possession are you most
grateful for?

need to give these time to come

into effect before going to drastic measures like private school
vouchers.”

COLUMBIA

Submit answers via e-mail, thejack@humboldt.edu, or

typewritten letter mailed or delivered to The Lumber

office in Nelson Hall East.

UNIVERSITY’S
EARTH SEMESTER

Environmental Science
and Astronomy
programs are offered at
the Anzona campus.
Undergraduate students
can earn 16 or more
Columbia University
course credits.

* Environmental Science and Policy
* Field research in places such as the
Sea of Cortez and the Sonoran

Desert

* Interdisciplinary teamwork

igs
Va

ba

pS
‘Ss

on

Pan pee

iF

is

oa

‘J

Ae

a.

Ce
a

UNIVERSE

SEMESTER

* Astronomy and Astrophysics
* Night sky observation with a variety of
telescopes including our 24” telescope
* Access to professional telescopes at
Kitt Peak Observatory

Students may cross-register
for select courses in
both programs.

Visit us at www.bio2.edu/education
or contact student admissions at

(800) 992-4603

jack

or admissions@bio2.edu

APPLY NOW FOR
SPRING 2001!
Non-science and science
majors welcome to apply.
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Multicultural dance

company

performs tonight

Pieces range from poetic prose to theatrical to variations in music and style
BY RacHEet

SATHRUM

SCENE EDITOR
he internationally renowned
BilT. Jones/Arnie
Zane

Dance

Company

%

per-

forms tonight at 9 in the Van Duzer Theatre.

The 10-member multicultural company will share excerpts from Jones’
new piece, “You Walk?” Popular pieces
that were written in the late ’80s, “Love
Redefined,” “The Gift” and “No God
Logic” will also be performed.
The audience should first understand
the performance visually, and then try
to understand the story, said Jones, cho-

reographer

and

dancer,

in a

tele-

phone interview from Sacramento.

“Like a painting,” he said, “try to appreciate what you are seeing.”

“The Gift” and “No God Logic” were
choreographed by Zane in 1987 and have
been recently brought back into the
company’s touring repetoire. The pieces

are accompanied by Verdi’s “La Forza
del Destino,” Jones said.
“Love Redefined” was originally written for the Leoine Opera Ballet Company in France. It has been restaged
with a new group of dancers and is set

to the music

of Daniel

Johnston,

a

young Texas rock musician, Jones said.
“You Walk?” was written for a yearlong festival in Bologna, Italy. The city,

which has been designated as one of five
cultural European capitals for 2000,
commissioned Jones to choreograph a

PHOTO COURTESY OF Gary FRIEDMAN

piece for the festival.
The result was “You Walk?”, a ninepart piece that explores the transformations that happen when cultures collide.
“They asked me to make a piece about
Latin and Mediterranean culture,” he
said.
Bjorn Amelan designed the. sets.
Jones said he asked Amelan to consider
making a lightweight set that was almost invisible.

“Dancers are quite romantic in their beliefs about their
body and they express a message through that. That
pursuit is what I go in search of.”

Jones said he wanted the set to suggest a forest and a cathedral. The piece

in Portugal that is similar to the flamenco, he said.

is constructed to depict civilization de-

The company’s work ranges from theatrical to poetic prose to variations in

veloping in a poetic way.

The HSU audience will get to see the
second act of “You Walk?” The first act
depicts civilization around the 17th century or earlier, Jones said.
In Act 2, “we meet a group of dancers
on a journey who are now in the 20th

century,” he said.
The music for this portion of the piece
is a Portuguese urban song which conveys an aura of longing. The style is
fado, a traditional type of singing done

Dancers perform “You Walk?” which confronts the reality of transformation when cultures collide.

Bill T. Jones
dancer and choreographer

tigious venues such as Sadler’s Wells in
London, Theatre de la Ville in Paris,

Zellerback Hall in Berkeley, the
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.,
and the Jerusalem Theatre in Israel.
“The 10-member company has distinguished itself by the diversity of its participants,” he said.

both music and style, he said.
For the first half of the evening the
lyrics are bizarre, yet beautiful in the
way they express love, Jones said.

suit is what

I go in search

of,” Jones

said.
Founded as a multicultural dance ensemble in 1982, the Bill T. Jones/ Arnie
Zane Dance Company is a product of an

their body, and they ex-

11-year collaboration between Jones
and Zane, his late partner.
The dance company emerged onto the
international scene that same year with
the world premiere of Intuitive Momentum with the legendary drummer Max
Roach at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music.
Following its opening, the company

press a message through that. That pur-

was invited to perform at several pres-

“Dancing can be a heroic act, an affirmation — affirmation in the face of
a world that hates the body and bodily
differences,” he said.
“Dancers are quite romantic in their

beliefs about

“The image and the look of the company is part of the meaning of the
dance,” Jones said.
It shows a vision of a world that is
very different and is creating something
positive, he said.
The dance company has performed in
30 countries and more than 100 American cities. It has also taught and per-

formed in Asia through the sponsorship
of the
Agency.

United

States

Information

Tickets for tonight’s show are $25 general and
niors.

$20 for HSU

students

and

se-
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SIX RIVERS BREWERY
Entertainment

Brew with a View

Top of the Hill, McKinleyville

Oct

25-Nov

1

www.sixriversbrewery.com
Join us for Dinner, Tasty Microbrews and the Great Live Music

Cah Dinner Jazz BLUEGRASS
WIGHT

W/ members of SPANK
Music

8-llpm

Fri 10/27
we ote TC

My Caieer

w/ LAZYBONES

Music

8pm-Close

“DOCG”

local funk

Ce) ae

5 Jamaican Reggae
Dancehall Allstars
Featuring

Demniy
d Menace

Prezident Brown

Admiral Tibet

Bluegrass s Halloween
Minifest

Costume Contest

Compost Mt Bo §

Lazybones
m

(9:15pm)

Dawn Penn Yonder Mt

Band
Jimmy Riley String
Best Costume ~
(10:30pm)

Backed py The All Access Band
Sat Oct 28th/9:30/$15 Door||

COMING

wins open tix to all Nov shows

Halloween Oct 31st/8p
SOON:

\//5 “Tubestack Jones” Groove Rock from Mendocino

\i/9 “Larry Keel Experience” Alternative Bluegrass

1/10 “David Nelson Band” Psychedelic Rockers
1/17 “Guitar Shorty” Legendary Blues Rocker
ALL CONCERTS & EVENTS ARE PRODUCED &
PROMOTED BY: EARTHSHINE PRODUCTIONS

ON THE PLAZA
144 9th Street

Mother Hips to perform

Restaurant:

According to Pulse magazine, Mother Hips “pulls together all the threads
that make up an American song bag — folk, blues, rock and country.” The
band has recently left the major-label scene and gone independent. The show
starts at 9 p.m. Sunday in the KBR. Tickets are $10 general and $4 for students.

822-3731

TDAYSAWEEK
Sam-llpm

PHOTO

COURTESY

OF CENTERARTS

in Kate Buchanan

Happy Hour
8-10PM
COME SEE OUR
MARTINI MENU!
featuring over

60 Martinis!
The Alibi Crew cares about you!
Please drink k responsibly.

MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

Mon - Sat +8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun*9a.m.- 1 p.m.

VISUAL
TATTOO

*fresh organic bread
& pastries baked daily*

“local organic coffee & espresso*

|

1175 G STREET, ARCATA
(UPSTAIRS)

located on the corner of

16th & G Streets * Arcata
822-0360

www. visualtattoo.net

825-8004
Open 7 Days a Week
Noon - 8pm

rere
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Benefit concert
features four groups

« The Lumberjack

A. Hise

Serving the university

BY Katy

LANGER

*BONDING
"EMERGENCY CARE

versity of California, Berkeley.
Dan Aldag, HSU music professor, also leads the jazz band.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“We are aregular part of the
benefit concert. It’s a lot of fun.

ttending the HSU
music department
Scholarship Benefit
Concert Friday not only gives
an evening of listening pleasure, but it also helps a good
cause.
The show begins at 8 p.m. in
the Van Duzer Theatre.
The concert will showcase
four of the music department’s
ensembles.

It is like we are each doing our
own little concert. This program gives the audience a

sample,” Aldag said.
Aldag said five of the band’s
members

are

scholarships

recipients

that have

great

chance

to

hear

“T

thsi

been

doing

ana
years.

These

rou

kaleidoscope

of

a
mu-

sfc.”
Ayoob

music department

go

really well. It
is a wonderful
thing because

me
Jon

community since 1983

*NITROUS-GAS
*STEREO SOUND

822-5105

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 25 / VAN DUZER THEATRE / 8PM

URE

zahe

al

dance company

Stunning modern dance.

great

7

SATURDAY, OCTOBER Ber DUZER THEATRE / i

david grisman’s
retrograss ese

David Grisman, John Hartford, Mike Seeger

=

Souza,

Adam Lee and
Ken

concerts

=

MS-DDS

It’s a

groups and styles,” Aldag said.
The ensemble’s director,
Harley Muilenburg, said “The
group
1S excited and nervous, but ina
positive way.”

ity ls

Alyssa ds
-will perform a
piece that fea-

chairman _ tures scat singyou

can

hear

four different groups,” Ayoob
said.
“All of them have been recognized
beyond
Humboldt
County for their excellence,” he
said.
The PM Jazz Band performs
contemporary big band jazz. It

has received excellent ratings
at collegiate jazz festivals.
In 1997, it was named “Outstanding Four-Year Student Big
Band” at the Pacific Coast Collegiate Jazz Festival at the Uni-

ing.
“They will sing vocal improvisation called scat. It isa term
coined by Ella Fitzgerald and
consists of using nonsense syllables,” Muilenburg said.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6 / VAN DUZER THEATRE / 8PM

__ mark morris zsha
dance group

The Humboldt Calypso Band
will also be playing at the benefit.
“The audience will hear real,
high quality groups. You get a
kaleidoscope of music,” Ayoob
said.
Scholarships are given out

America’s hottest choreographer!

bons reeves

see Concert, page 28

Extraordinary jazz vocalist.
HSU

Music

Performances

Faculty Artist Series: C. Moyer, violin,
Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

12 Humboldt Chorale and University Singers, Van Duzer Theatre, 8 p.m.

16

Jazz Combos,

p.m.

Bete
ake Ll
THE METRO CDS & TAPES

Department

November
4

e 25

20th anniversary season

of

“The audience will
hear real, high qual-

.

E

centerarts presents

been

hear a variety of music.

scholarship funding.
Ken Ayoob is the chairman
of the music
department
and is also the
director
of

shanti oe

1225 BST.

“The audience really gets to

Humboldt Calypso Band and
the HSU Symphonic Band will
all perform to raise money for

S C Et N

“We cater to cowards!”’

partially funded by proceeds
from previous concerts.
The Mad River Transit Singers will be singing a cappella
vocal jazz.

The PM Jazz Band, the Mad
River Transit Singers, the

es

DENTISTRY
Mark

Funds awarded to HSU musicians

iy

Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8

COMING

SOON...

is VOICeS Of mali
wa Dale folclorico da bahia

nns boys choir of harlem

——
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®PRESENTS®
This Friday Night!
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT CONCERT
featuring: Calypso Band, PM Jazz Band,
Symphonic Band, Mad River Transit Singers
October 27 - Van Duzer Theatre
$7 general; $3 non-HSU
HSU

- 8 pm

students/seniors

students free

TICKETS - call 826-3928
Concert Line: 826-5436
PHOTO
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CHRISTINE

HOLMQuisT

Band members (from left) Jamie Frost, Michael Shelly, Jay Cassady and Don
Virgo of The Makers, play tonight at The Vista.
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The Makers

Rock 'n’ roll band to share songs from latest releases
BY Kimsercy

Hora

“The band has come a long way since it

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The rock ’n’ roll band The
Makers will be at The Vista in
Eureka tonight for its first area
performance.
Area bands Crimewave and
AudioWreck are opening for
The Makers.
The band is from Spokane,
Wash., but currently lives in Seattle.
The Makers have been together for 10 years. The group
has its original members:
Michael Shelly, vocals; Don

ETT) was $7995
(NEW EXPANDED OVD SECTION — 100°S 10 CHOOSE FROM!
TER Ta TM Ti FIM TER
FREE RENTAL 10 NEW VIDEO CLUB MEMBERS!
HUGE LIBRARY OF EROTIC MAGAZINES!

eee
Lt

ee

UU

CRIL
Tied

started playing. It had a ’60s punk thing
going on when it first started playing, and

now it is straight rock ’n’ roll. The music
has a more polished sound now.”
Mike Donohoe
Spanking Fury Productions booking agent
leased: Psychopathia Sexualis,
which was released in 1998 and

doesn’t have any messages in

its new album that was released

good

in April of this year, Rock Star

ence to have fun too, Donohoe
said.
The band has good strong

God,” Donohoe said.
“The Makers is my favorite
band; the band has integrity,

Virgo, bass; Jamie Frost, guitar; and Jay Cassady, drums.

soul and attitude. I liked the
band’s music for years but

They have released six fulllength albums, which contain
different types of music.
“The band has come a long

wasn’t able to see them live un-

way since it started playing. It

LEA
ya ANGEL
mitsWY CONCEIVABLE CATEGORY! WHITE/BLACK/LATIN/ASIAN/GAY

premiere tonight

had a ’60s punk thing going on
when it first started playing,
and
ee

now it is straight rock ’n’
pee music has a more pol-

Donohoe,

from

the

Spanking

hocking

Fury

agent

til this year,” he said.
“I drove to San Francisco to

see them a few months ago and
was able to talk to them. The
band is nice too,” Donohoe said.
“I don’t usually book a band

that does not play on my turntable. I am excited that I got
them to play in this area because they do not usually play

Promo-

small venues; it was my dream

“The band is going to play its
last two albums that were re-

come true,” Donohoe said.
The Makers takes their music seriously, but the music

tions.

it.

The band just wants to have a
time and

wants

its audi-

music; it has everything a rock

‘n’ roll band should have. It has
its own different style too, he
said.
“It is boring not to express
yourself, their appearance is
part of the show,” Donohoe
said.
The band has a unique style
that sets it apart from other
bands.
For example, the band used
to tour in a 1965 Pontiac hearse.
The members dressed up in
vintage suits or other glamorous apparel.

see Makers, next page
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S

garage

sound

ever: 6 miles

he said.

a wider variety of

to the gallon,

tally uncomfortable
hours

in,

to-

to spend

constantly

pulled

Shelly said when

the band

mare.

— startedtherewasnootherband

glam;

(the music)

has

people at the

_ show It is worth chee

Doors open at 9 p.m. and the
— show starts at 10 p.m. Tickets

a hard

for the show are $5.

Bluegrass
mini-fest

at

‘Humboldt's

#1 Night Club

Six Rivers
444-CLUB

Bi
pi
4.

Yonder
Mountain
String Band will be
Joined by area bands
Lazybones and Compost Mountain Boys
for a bluegrass minifest at Six Rivers Brew-

444-CLUB
show info.
444-2624
tickets by phone.

Ticket
lo
i$: The Works CDs &
Tape: ae
eee” Wildhorse CDs &
Tapes, Savery lie; The Metro, Arcata, Fat
City Music, Crescent City

ery Tuesday night.
Doors open at 7 and
music begins at 7:30.
Tickets are $10.

Yonder

¢ clubwestoniine.com

Cali
for
Call
To charge

WEDNESDAY,

ellen

Mountain

String Band is from
Colorado. The band

OCTOBER

eH

SATURDAY,

MO

25

11

é

os

weer

an

Pe

.

of films that

a complete selection of contemporary

hits.

400 G Street ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-1105
236 G Street * Old Town Eureka ¢ 443-8933
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club dance, hip-hop
ee

;

Frank Vella,

ex-production manager
of The Lumberjack
you,

Frank
1
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KATE BUCHANAN ROOM
SAT NOV 11, 9PM:

going toe walk
under frees.”

ead 2]

ENE LL
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.
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'

selection

Store
’

you won't find anywhere else, in addition to

Ta) Pa

e

DJ Key in the lounge. Top 40 with

— on arepe
my
ng

th

feature a unique

Video
:

SUN
OCT 29, 9PM - KATEHIDS
BUCHANAN ROOM
riya

FRIDAYS

| Um afraid of

Love,

Average
:

HSU STUDENTS ONLY $4

.

——EE

We

Your

FUNK/JAZZ/BLUES/ROCK/LATIN
aaa
i

for

Not

Moodfood

era

We're taking 9 a walk

;

US

bee

—

EXPERIENCE

Band

Words of ET

mean

VIDEO

+

ae:

tain.com.

oa

>

«qs

has played with Leftover Salmon, The Slip
and David Grisman.
For more information
about the band, check
out its Web site at
www. yondermoun-

a

° 2/

Rita e

NOVEMBER

3

tours nationally and

out,”

Donohoe said.

over by whatever local or state _ like it in Spokane.
cops we breezed by — a night“They are rock ’n’ roll with

|

too,”

Donohoe said.
“Nota lot of HSU students go
to The Vista. I would like to get

E

DVDS

’60s

ing up to gigs in itand that is
as important in rock ’n’ roll as
anything else is, believe me!”

« Psychotronic « Hard to Find

“But we looked so cool pull-

In an interview in Meanbeat,
Shelly said, “It might have been
the worst car to go on tour in

Rare Imports ¢ Out of Print
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CAFE. FOMC

HUMBOLDT COUNTY’S FAVORITE NIGHT SPOT
OPEN TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8: 30
Music STARTS AT 9:30
FOR

RESERVATIONS

CALL

822-4100

THE STEVE KIMOCK
TH EK STEVE KIMOCK

H

BAND
BAND

THURS
26TH

S$ PAN He
ACID JAZZ FUNK GROOVE

FRI

KBACHIMEO

27TH

LATIN DANCE $5

SAT
28TH

THE VELOCITY
DANCE
TROUPE

WITH DJ RECIEVER $5
HALLOWEEN PARTY

ruE

31ST

WED
{ST

$3

WITH

DJ

RED

| THE MIRACLE ORCHESTRA
|

“A Great Band”-The Allman Brothers

THURS

H

2Z2ND

|

DRUM

FRI

© HS He apss
FUNK

DUB

NETWERK

3RD

BASS

HOUSE

ELECTRIC

Check These Guys Out Before They Explode
COVENG

NOV

SOON

Pe

ect

PHOTO

Logic

Nov
Tl-Sounud
"Pribe Sector
Nov
15-Groove
Collective
www icafetomolcom

O

COURTESY

OF HSU

MUSIC
+

DEPARTMENT

The music department's annual scholarship benefit performance is Friday night
at 8 in the Van Duzer Theatre. During this school year, 47 students received
almost $40,000 in scholarships.

Concert: showcases variety of campus music

People Productions proudly present

* Continued from page 25

and special guests

‘A Uh

Metro

es

& Devonte

Friday
November Tee
4 2000

every year. The money they
raise varies with each concert.
Since HSU students attend
for free, the amount of money
the music department raises

and consists

of using

mainly depends on outside attendance.
“IT think the audience has always really enjoyed the con-

lables.”

cert,” Ayoob said.

when you play for an hour-anda-half,” he said.
Tickets are $7 general, $3for
non-HSU students and seniors.

“It gives students the opportunity to hear other students.
The experience is always different. The focus is there, and the
fatigue isn’t there like it is

Doors 8:30pm
Music 9:30pm

“They will sing vocal improvisation called
scat. It is a term coined by Ella Fitzgerald

nonsense

syl-

Harley Muilenburg
director of the Mad River Transit Singers

Tickets are available at The
Works

in Arcata

and

Eureka,

the Metro CDs and Tapes in
Arcata and the University
Ticket Office.
For more information, call

the University Ticket Office at
826-3928.

er
« $18 advance
$20 door
]

oe

MU

Q

dé gerry 10th

Ricans,

2000

ee vidbslarsais ROSE
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oe atic re

TICKET OUTLETS
Garbervilie: Singing Salmon / Wiki Horse Records - Redway: Redway Liquors / Matee! Community Center
- Arcata: The Works / The Metro / People's Records - Eureka: The Works - Laytonville: Imports 101
Willits: Leaves of Grass - Ft. Bragg Tangents - Ukiah: Ukiah Food Coop - Mendocino: Red Rooster
Records
INFORMATION: call Prople Productonsat 707-923-4599
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Humboldt

There is excellent scenery on trails and roads for every type of rider
BY Mark

BuckLey

rules.
Law

CALENDAR EDITOR
an’t cover enough of
the forest on foot?
Looking for something to do in your spare time?
Mountain biking may be the

answer.
great

way to stay in shape,” physics
junior Matthew Prather said.
The North Coast combines
excellent scenery on roads and
trails designed to accommodate
every type of rider. Bicyclists
can ride the highways
in
Mendocino, Lake, Humboldt
and Del Norte counties.
According to the Caltrans
Bicycle Touring Guide, some of
the routes have narrow or no
shoulders and riders should be
cautious when bicycling because of the numerous large
trucks traveling on the high-

ways.
PHOTO

BY DAVE

McKinleyville mountain biker Tim Smith enjoys an afternoon bike ride in
Trinidad. Smith has been riding for several years in the area.

Backpacking

SEGURA

younger than 18 years old to
wear a helmet when riding.
“Before heading out for the
trails, you should make sure
you are prepared for any problems that may
come
up,”

Prather said.

“Mountain biking is both an

extreme sport as well asa

The California Bicycle
requires
any
rider

Bicyclists have all the rights
and responsibilities of drivers
and need to follow the same

Justin Brown, manager of
Revolution Bicycle Repair in
Arcata, said “Always wear a
helmet and gloves to protect

you in case of a fall.”
Brown is the instructor of
Center Activities mountain
biking courses, is an expert

mountain bike racer and races
for Revolution Bicycle Repair/
Kona mountain bikes.
“Also bring a spare inner
tube, hand pump, patch kit and
plenty of water,” Brown said.
There are trails for beginning riders behind campus in
the Arcata Community Forest.
Brown
recommends
the
Ossagon trail in Prairie Creek
for beginning riders looking for

see Biking, page 31

on the North Coast

Now’s the time of year to get out into the wilderness and explore
and

those

hard-to-get

&

a

class,”

There

are

backpacking

classes offered each semester at
HSU. The fall semester class is
only half asemester long, while
the spring classes run the entire
semester.

Nelson said that in the spring

see Backpacking, next page

bo ad j

there are more opportunities
for trips becauseof the weather.

oy

“The class meets twice a week
for lecture. This part of the
course is one unit and the lab is
one unit,” Nelson said. “Most of
the class trips out are three
days.”
“T got some really good information from the lectures,” said

74,

to see.”

ihe

There are many fine areas here

He

but those who are nature-oriented may want to give ita try.
“September and October are
the best times to go out around
here,” said Scott Nelson, HSU
backpacking instructor. “Before the rains come, the fal]
days are nice, there are fewer
mosquitoes and there are a lot
less people at the popular

Lie

this

Fe

teaching

Nelson said. “I recommend this
class to out-of-the-area students.

one

tinue

Nelson has been teaching
courses in backpacking since
he was a student in 1960. Forty
years of hiking have allowed
him to find some of the best
views in the area, he said.
“Handcock
Lake
in the
Marble Mountains is oneof my
favorite places to go,”’ Nelson
said. “There are lots of good

sy

views.”
“Although I am retired, I con-

Hiking through the wilderness may not be for everyone,

spots.”

wv

;a
i si iP

LUMBERJACK STAFF

fish
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BY KimBercy

PHOTO BY SCALLA SHEEN

HSU students gather around the campfire for dinner after an 8-mile excursion
into the Lost Coast in September.
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Backpacking——
* Continued from previous page
Sally Bentz, an environmental
science sophomore who went

backpacking for the first time
Friday.

“When

it comes

on 5th and Commercial streets
in Eureka, also carries a full
line of equipment and supplies.

“We have a lot of beginners
who come in all the time,” sales
associate Erika Peterson said.
“We have several worksheets to
help them get started, a care list

corr Naison

One of backpacking instructor Scott Nelson’s students breaks down his tent
before the class sets out on a day hike into the Trinity Alps.
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systems,

and

there are water

purifiers,” Pascale said. “What

side of the United

with

an

equipment

States, we

checklist and some basic back-

recommend

packing tips.
“The setup costs an estimated $1,000,” Peterson said,
“depending on how much you
want to spend on the necessi-

ter purifier.
“The filters usually last for

Nelson

said.

“Don’t forget to bring a lot of
good food to enjoy while you are

gone.
“The basic two-man tent
costs about $250, sleeping bags
range anywhere from $150 to

$450, depending on how cold the
weather. It really depends on
which one you get,” said Robe
Pascale, a Northern Mountain
Supply Saie€s associate
“What
you should spend the most

about

that you buy a wa-

200 gallons,

general rule
replacement
the price of
altogether,”
Nelson

and

$< 0d

bade

zn) $69.00

4 hot colors!

$719.00
$129.95
$69.99
$49.95

it is a

of thumb that the
cartridge is half
the filter system
Pascale said.

said the planning

of

a trip is very important.
“It takes careful planning,
spend some time researching
where it is you want to go,” he

said. “The trip is a lot better if
you spend time thinking about

it.”

Northern

California

has

many areas that are remote and
ideal for backpacking and being outdoors.
There are only two backpacking classes offered each
semester, and each is limited t
25 seats. Nelson said they will

fill up quickly.

3

_ NORTHTOWN eS

$94.95

Super Makalu Cor-Tec Ant
i-Sho CK |
$85.00
SierraA nti-Shock Monopod Pole
single......... $44.95
Wanderfreund Walking Staff
singie...__ es $33.95

;

When it comes to water while
on the trail, it
must be clean.
“There are water-filtration

ee

leg

Leki Trekking Poles
Makalu

an average of $150.

WY,

CHiIVI/ BIACK.........eeeeesesreeetetenees a7 LGC

hh

kk

Stock

Kor

money on is the backpack itself.
That is really important.”
Backpacks range in price
from $150 to $500, and boots are

along

ties.”
Nelson said a good sleeping
bag, backpack and a backpacking stove are all key items to

TET

Lo

See Store

backpacking instructor

for your tent and sleeping bag,

sleep on helps,”

Limited

Scott Neilson

you would need for anywhere |
in the United States is just the
filtration system. If you go out-

take on any trip.
“The older you get, a mat to

Specials!

need.”

to equip-

ment, we share a lot of it
amongst each other,” Nelson
said. “University Center also
rents out a lot of what you
would need.”
Northern Mountain Supply,

PHOTO BY7

“University Center
also rents out a lot
of what you would
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” Biking
* Continued from page 29
scenery and a long, easy ride.
“Beginning riders should
start off with short, easy rides
two to three times a week,”
Brown said. “As your fitness
increases, your skills will
grow.”
The trails can become

“Mountain biking is
both an extreme
sport

as

well as

great way to stay in
shape.”
Matthew

diffi-

“Bikers

of

branches

should

always

people,

dogs

when

riding

be

and
down

trails,” Prather said. “The conditions of the trails can vary
from hard dirt to heavy mud, so
keep an eye out.”
The Arcata Community Forest is not limited to beginner
trails. There are advanced
trails that branch from the
main trail.
There are trails throughout
the Six Rivers National Forest,

Prather

physics junior

cult as the conditions change.
aware

a

which stretches through several North Coast counties.
One of Brown’s favorite advanced trails is the Tish-Tang
Ridge near Willow Creek.
“Make sure you always ride
within your limits, no matter
what level rider you are,”
Brown
said.
Maps of area trails and highways are available for free at
the California Welcome Center
on Giuntoli Avenue or call 445.
6444,

@ Klondike
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4th & V Sts. Eureka
Lady Luck Black Jack — “31” ~ is here!
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In Lady Luck, the odds can be as high as 7-1.

It’s a Black Jack where you

PHOTO BY Dave SEGURA

CAN’T BUST!

Tim Smith of McKinleyville blasts over a washout on his mountain bike. The
trail is above the Westhaven exit in Trinidad.

America's
in
Student

You’11 love it!

y

Leader
Travel

fe

Call for Details: 445.4633

HUGE SALE!
Sale Dates:

London

10/24-10/28

$185

from NYC

Paris

$345

from LAX

Great

fares

... the grand unveiling

elit Toe

Our Fall Menu Is Here
Warm up & Enjoy

from all over the U.S.

to Amsterdam, Birmingham,
Brussels, Dublin,Dusseldorf, Rome,
Frankfurt, Glasgow, Lisbon, Madrid,
Manchester, Milan, Shannon, Zurich.

Some of our new entrees include:

great new spot...
great new look!
great new 1

Pot-au-feu slowly simmered beef ina rich broth with fall vegetables

Pasta Bolognese with thick full-bodied tomato & meat sauce
Baked Polenta Lasagna, spinach, vegetables, tomato & mozzarella
Grilled Tombo Tuna with provencal sauce & saffron ric

.

bh ike ey bre <i
Travel ~
1-800-2COUNCIL
(open 24 hrs
Yam Tue-midnight Fri est)

counciltravel.com

Clam Chowder * Organic greens salads * Delicious ‘a

Great Wine List * Martinis * Cosmopolitans

Celebrate mite ag!antininy

from 10AM ‘Til cloge...its a party!

now at 830 G

Homemade Hot Buttered Rum * Irish Coffee

Oct 28th

st, on the plaza!

7

1S

H

Sheet

Areata

Playa

*

822-4766
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let the ’Jacks

out? Woof,

woof!

Men's cross country team wins PacWest championships, women in 3rd
BY SEAN

his own teammate Louie White.
When it was finally over,

MEISNER

SPORTS EDITOR

The

Clusener edged White out by a
“In the last straightaway, I

men’s

cross

country

team won the PacWest Championships in Lincoln Park, Seattle, on Saturday for the third

straight year.
The ’Jacks have won this
event every year it has been
held and leave PacWest as

champions before entering the
new conference.

“It was our best race of the
year by far,” cross-country
coach David Wells said in a
press release.
“The runners were very focused on what they needed to
be. They ran aggressively and
smart,” he said.
Pete Clusener led the ‘Jacks
and the rest of the 14-team field.
Clusener battled against Uni-

versity of Alaska Anchorage’s
Tobias Schoerer,
away at the end.

who

faded

Clusener had some tough
competition at the finish from

very

closely;

only 49 seconds separated the
team’s first five runners.
Clusener finished with a time
of 25:04.

Damian Rogers finished in
fourth overall. Rogers was followed by Adam Hall, who finished eighth and Nick Gai finishing in 12th, one spot ahead
of Lehrin Morey.
“Adam’s race was incredible.
He couldn’t have put together

a better race than he did today,”
Wells said.
The team will travel to Cal
Poly Pomona in two weeks
where they will compete in the

West Region

Championships.

Three teams from the field will
advance to the NCAA Division
II Championships.

humboldt

brewing

brewing

strong

season,

finishing

was followed by teammates
Danielle Jacobs, Veronica Vega

Clusener said.
The rest of the HSU team fol-

the two

also did

13th with a time of 23:12. She

I was glad to see it was Louie,”

DIMBOr
BE ISVAJULNG
GOLMPLAIS
humboldt

her

heard somebody coming on me.

lowed

team

very well, placing third in the
championships.
Rachel Wiseman continued

mere second.
HSU

women’s

and Molly Alles who captured
spots 19 through 21, respectively.
Tammy Hunt, who has been
injured for the past few weeks,
bounced back to finish 33 rd,
giving the ’Jacks the extra
points they needed to overcome
BYU- Hawaii for the third-place
victory.
“It was a huge race for
Tammy, as well as everybody.
We couldn’t have had a better
race,” Wells said.

The team will travel to the
West Regionals in Chino on
Nov. 3.
“Step one of our champion-

ship season is over, and we
achieved our goals. It’s nice to
have the extra week now to prepare for the regional championships,” Wells said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF

HSU Sports INFORMATION

Damian Rogers, Pete Clusener and Louie White
line up for the start of the PacWest Championship.

VE [t's going to

company

company

IUENUSIL!

Le a spook}

Halloween!

wa

Acts of Agression © Junk
Tuesday, Oct. Jl © 9 p.m. to
midnight
$2 cover ® 21 & Over

SPECIALS
Tuesday Night
Elephant Pint Night
er

aera

Ibs, Wings $$71.50

Tuesday - 4 p.m. to Midnight * Wed.-Sat. - 12 to Midnight
856 10" Street, Arcata * 826-2739
www.humbrew.com

Saturday

2 Fish Tacos & Chips $4.75
Happy Hour

5-6 p.m.* $2

Thursday Night

Pitcher Night $6.00
9 p.m. - Midnight

Keg sales to public

SCOREBOARD
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of the Week
HSU’s Top Performer

Volleyball

« The Lumberjack

Football
Columbia Football
Association Standings

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings
Conf. Overall
12-0

17-3

Western Oregon

1-0

5-3

Western Washington

11-1

19-6

Western Washington

1-1

5-2

Northwest Nazarene

9-5

13-7

HSU

1-1

3-5

Central Washington

8-5

10-13

Central Washington

1-1

3-4

Saint Martin’s

5-8

6-11

Simon Fraser

0-1

1-6

Western Oregon

4-9

6-13

1-12

1-19

0-14

4-19

Seattle

Women’s

Peter Clusener led the men’s

HSU

cross-country team to

its third straight PacWest Championship title. Clusener finished in first place individually with a time of 25:04. He was
named

Conf. Overall

Seattle Pacific

HSU

Peter CLUSENER

oo

Men’s cross country

soccer

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings

PacWest Championships

to the all-conference team along with several of his

teammates.

:

Conf.

Overall

W. Washington

6-1-1

7-6-2

Seattle

7-2-0

14-3-0

5-3-1

6-9-1

W. Oregon

4-4-0

9-7-0

Thursday — October 26

C. Washington

3-4-1

8-6-1

¢ Volleyball vs. Central Washington
East Gym
1. Dan,

Hawaii Pacific

3-4-0

10-5-0

N.W.

1-6-1

3-10-2

0-5-0

2-12-0

Qeamsammmp

HSU

Nazarene

MSU- Billings

Saturday — October 28
¢ Football vs. Lenoir Rhyne
Redwood Bowl
1 p.m.
¢ Women’s Soccer vs. Central Washington
Ellensburg, Wash.
Noon

¢ Volleyball vs. Saint Martin’s
East
Gym
7 p.m.

Monday — October 30
« Women’s Soccer vs. Northwest Nazarene
1 p.m.
Nampa, Idaho

¢ Volleyball vs. Western Oregon
East
Gym
7 p.m.

Men’s

soccer

|

HSU

B, POEGE TAMBOR cases scisisessnccesccsaess 25:04
D EAVES WV IIE os siksxorsanigessasacannedeses 25:05
4. Damian

Women’s cross country

Conf.

Overall

4-1-0

11-4-2

Seattle Pacific

4-1-0

9-4-1

Seattle

4-1-0

8-8-1

Hawaii Pacific

3-1-0

8-2-1

W. Washington

2-2-0

7-7-1

MSU- Billings

1-3-0

2-14-0

BYU- Hawail

1-4-0

1-10-0

N.W.

0-6-0

1-16-1

Nazarene

Go

Rogers. .............ccceeeeeeees 25:24

Wx PURITY BEARER a cacsinancecisesssiterseseien 25:42
D2. FEE Ci exsnsescesnnatenianss
vatetens 25:53
19, LRTI MOV OV: ccsessitscersisuvststeions 25:53

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings
HSU

Top Finishers

PacWest Championships
HSU Top Finishers
13.
EO.
ZO.
BE
BS

Rachel Wiseman.................0006+ 23:12
TIGMICUICS TACODE 0.006. cscisveccdganis 23:35
VETONICA VORA. i secsicscersocseressscses 23:39
ROT PIG i idies cisecdediedincerecionse 23:43
TRARY

TRUM ivscncccsscesesescsssevivns 24:11

48. Crystal JOHNSON.................0e008 24:37

Jacks!
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Breast exam

Editorials
No

on

would

38:

Private

school

showed

poor taste

Thank you for your concern regarding the problems with breast cancer and

vouchers

hurt public education

roposition 38, if passed, will move huge amounts of money out of
an already underfunded system and force more of our children
The

on-cover

most in need to suffer the consequences.
initiative will authorize a state-paid voucher of at least $4,000 per

The
causes
of
breast cancer can be
linked to genetics
and
quality
of
lifestyle, but your

6

Weta

—y

your concern that everyone know what

reporter failed to
address the ongoing

and how to look for those signs of dan-

environmental chal-

ger in the Oct. 18 issue of The LumberJack.
However, your cover page really dis-

lenges our health faces every day.
With carcinogens present in our food

turbs me. I feel that the issue is extremely sensitive and should be treated

°

and toxicity abundant in our ecosystem,
it isno wonder that cancer — especially
breast cancer among women — is becoming an epidemic.

student to be used at a private or religious school of the parents’ choice.
Since the state currently pays $7,000 to $8,000 per student attending public
school, this initiative could amount to about $700 million pulled out of the
public education system if just 15 percent of current California students
switched to private schools.

with a lot more dignity than to have
some young lady examining herself in
front of everyone.

These same numbers are used by supporters of Proposition 38, only they

Do you feel that the article would have

refer to it as a surplus of $700 million — money the state won’t have to put
toward public education. It is perhaps a surplus to the parents of that 15
percent whose children are being taught in a smail, clean classrooms that
are stocked full of resources. It is the 85 percent left behind in the over-

been ignored unless you had a picture
of a young lady examining herself in

for men to initiate monthly self-exami-

front of a mirror?

nations.

crowded, underfunded classrooms that seems
For the families comfortably snug in the
voucher could make up the difference enough
vate school. Those parents have the means to

to get lost in the math.
upper-middle class, a $4,000
to send their child to the priaccommodate such a switch

not have anything but the most respect
for the human body. Being a nudist and
a member of American Association for

and the system know-how to make it happen.
For those families struggling to make ends meet, however, $4,000 still won’t
get them a car or the time off work needed to transport their child to a
voucher school, or the resources to afford the best available options.

nothing new to me. It’s the format
you've chosen that makes me wonder,
why?
Colon cancer is just as important and
should get the same amount of attention.

Taking money

What is the point of your front page?

Nude

Yes on 36: Drug rehabilitation for
makes

Recreation,

the naked

body

velop it as well, though the numbers are
significantly lower in proportion to
women

sense

roposition 36, which offers nonviolent drug offenders drug treatment and probation instead of an automatic jail sentence, is one
of the few propositions on this year’s ballot that really has an impact on HSU students.
It’s no secret that social drug use, especially marijuana, is pretty common
on certain college campuses. All cute marijuana jokes aside, drug abuse is a
serious problem in this area. The number of methamphetamine and heroin
addicts — not just in Eureka — is disturbingly high for such a rural area. Drugrelated crimes, such as theft, rape and domestic violence are also on the rise.
Critics of Proposition 36 say that this act has the potential of decriminalizing drug use and sending a message to young people that they can do drugs ,
and not get punished. These critics add that the number of seriously addicted drug users need treatment more than the “unfortunate” young college boy who “got caught.”
We say that there are already far too many people in jail and that jail,
while effective in some cases as a powerful reform tool, too often turns people
who have made mistakes into lifelong criminals or victims of the criminaljustice system. We’re not ready to lock up people who make mistakes but are
not a significant risk to the rest of society. We’re not ready to build more
jails. Let’s give people a second chance. Support Proposition 36.

Statement of Policies

your cover picture is.
Although I agree with the importance
of your article, I have to say that your

choice for a cover was in bad taste.

diagnosed. It is a good practice

Keep in tune with your body! Cancer

is not prejudiced. Early detection can
save lives. I know. It saved mine.

is

Can I expect to see some naked hairy guy
with his feet in stirrups getting a rectal
exam? Of course not. It would not be appropriate —just as inappropriate as I feel

majority of California’s children — only abandons any chance we have of
improving it. Vote no on Proposition 38.

offenders

victimized by this disease. Men can de-

I am far from being a prude and do

away from our state schools — the system that teaches a

nonviolent

<

Second, women are not the only ones

Mairead Dodd
art education junior

Refusing to vote is
an act of laziness
What

is the point of encouraging an

already apathetic campus not to vote?
Despite Emi Austin’s good letter-writ-

ing intentions, why does she feel the
need to further our lack of participation
in our governmental

processes, educa-

tion and, ultimately, our lives?
Living in a time where already fewer
than 40 percent of registered voters ac-

Peter Laval
Arcata resident

Pollution levels add to
breast-cancer epidemic
While I commend your publication for
bringing

a greater awareness

to your

readers regarding breast cancer among
women, I would like to clarify some information in your article.

tually bother to vote and nearly 100 percent of the population complains about
the government, it is hardly opportune
to drive the former percentage down
even further.
Austin’s refutation of this notion is
groundless. Her assertion that “your
vote honestly doesn’t mean dirt” reaffirms the popular belief that you’d be

see Letters, page 36

MOSES & JOAN
OK, Preziwannabes:
If you had one
wish, how would
you improve the
world?

by IAN COLVERT

Heck, !'d just (insert
broadest poll-tested
response here).

Well, | believe (insert
broadest poll-tested

Smoke
mad dope!

response here).

* Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to

the editor.
* The Lumberjack editorials are written based on the majority opinion of the
newspaper's editorial board.
« Guest columns, cartoons, and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not
necessarily those of

Tie Lumberjack or its staff writers.

The

Luinberjack welcomes

°

submissions for guest columns or guest cartoons. Written submissions must be typed
and less than 600 words,
- Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to Te Lumberjack, Nelson
Hall East 6, Arcata, CA 95521; E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu. Letters must be
received by 5 p.m. Friday and must be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns
must

include the writer’s name, city, phone number, major and year in school if a

George W. Bush / Republican

PRCT

PM eee ||

student. They are subject to editing for grammar, style, content and length.
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George W. Bush: Helping people help themselves
eorge W. Bush. Naturally, one would think

and trustworthy. We need someone who we aren’t ashamed to

that a typical College
Republican would vote for him

call our president.

without a second thought.
That’s
not
entirely
true.
Throughout this entire election
I have struggled over whom will
earn my vote. One thing has

has experience in many facets

been made clear to me throughout the election: none of the candidates meet my expectations
for Office of the President.
The Founding Fathers believed that the president should
be a person of character. They
saw that we would need someone of integrity who would
fight for truth. I believe that we
need someone who is honest

George

W.

Bush is a man we can trust. He
of leadership.
He
understands his role

as

Chief

ecutive Officer

by Rachel

and recognizes
the need to bea
team player. He understands
the importance of delegation
and knows how to implement it.
He sees the need to correlate his
efforts with the legislative and
judicial branches of government to help this nation reach
it’s potential.

voters and others of the liberal

dicted that three justices will

that we need to unite to ensure
that George W. Bush (heretofore

either retire or die. We are not
trying to be morbid — it is sim-

Ralph
have

Ralph

hearing

the

Nader

for

awhile,
not
knowing
much more than that he is a prohemp

consumer

advocate or that

he is the guy who helped put seat
belts in cars. Then I read an article this summer about why and

how he is running for president.
This became the start of my adamant

H. Sowards

help

selves.

them-

He

wants to provide money for
organizations that will promote responsible fatherhood.
He sees the importance of fathers in their children’s lives
and wants to help them to be
better fathers. He sees the importance of Americans being
self-sufficient individually and

by making schools accountable
for the progress of students. He
plans on setting higher environmental standards and expects
the U.S. government, the largest
polluter, to abide by those standards. These are just a few of
the strong beliefs of Bush.
Bush also does not believe
there should be a nationwide

governmental! health care system. agree. Last year I lived in
Ontario, Canada and I know
that socialized medicine does

ply a statement of fact.
Within the past two decades,
the conservative majority of the
court has unjustly, and without
regard to fact, refused stays of
execution.
Translation:

rights, well, you should know
that a vote for Dubz will kiss all
previous progress goodbye.
While Gore may not be the most
vocal candidate on this issue, we
can assure you
that he is more
innocent
of a triangle
people
have
than a square.
by Anne McMonigle
died. Moreover,
Education:
and Aimee O’Donnell You
if Dubz takes
attend
office this will
Humboldt
not change. In addition, there is
State University. This is a puba foreseeable overturning of Roe
lic institution. The majority of

Guest Column

vs. Wade, which means

if you

are a woman or if you know and
care about women, their right to
make choices about their bodies
will be denied.
If you are an advocate of gay

us receive some form of financial aid, a fact that we are all
thankful for because without it,
we'd all be flipping burgers and
asking, “Do you want fries with
that?” (No offense intended, just

not work. Many Americans are
under the impression, given by
the Clinton-Gore Administra
tion, that this idea of socialized
health care would be better for
us. I got very sick while I was
in Ontario and had to wait

weeks for basic test to be per-

see Bush, next page

agenda
needed a visual.) Dubz wants to
take money away from public
education and give it to private
schools in the form of vouchers.
Gore is not of this persua
sion. In fact, he believes in public educational institutions
and
advocates for reform within the
existing system.
The Environment: If you believe in the protection of our resources and the conservation
of our environment then for
the love of God, vote for Gore!
He is not Nader and we do not
claim he is. However, the man
is not ignorant on the subject,
(he wrote a friggin’ book!)

see Gore, next page

Nader: Protecting people and the planet

been

name

nesses. Public speaking may not
be his strong suit, but that’s not
a requisite for a great leader.
Bush
believes in helping people to

as a nation.
Bush also recognizes the importance of “beefing up” our
defense and taking better care
of the military. He wants to set
higher standards for education

A true liberal with a green

persuasion. The simple fact is

gay rights advocates, pro-choice

ship ability, he still has his weak-

Guest Column

referred to as “Dubz’’) does not
find himself at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave, come November.
It is imperative that Al Gore
wins this election. Not only is he
the only liberal candidate with
a Structured agenda, he also has
the power, the morals and the
political clout to get the job done.
And done right damn it! Among
the multitude of reasons why
Gore should be your candidate,
we feel the following three issues and where he stands on
them deserve your attention.
Supreme Court Justices: In
the next four years it is pre-

This is an appeal
from the HSU Democrats to all environmentalists,

he has great leader-

Ex-

Al Gore:

alling all Liberals!

Though

support.

I’ve never been a political person. In fact, this is the first elec
tion I’ve ever cared about. I never
cared because it all seemed the
same
one boring liar versus
another fake joker. One empty
promise after the next.
Why care about democracy if
this is what it’s all about? But
recently I heard Nader speak in
Hopland and became insanely
inspired. He didn’t just touch

on all the issues that mean
something to me. He nailed
them right on the head. I felt so
happy and hopeful to think that
Nader could be in charge.
Nader supports life, and a
vote for him is a vote in all

kindsof positive directions. He
believes that
all those big
soouovations
are a huge root

of the problem

tric cars and more. He doesn’t
own a car because he says he can
get by without one and too many
people own cars already. He is an
avid supporter of the legaliza

tion of industrial hemp, the most
versatile plant on the planet.
He supports establishing a
living wage as

opposed
Guest

Column

by Ashley Rahll

facing
our
planet Earth. I
couldn’t agree more. Nader is
the only candidate who truly
supports small businesses and
the individual.
He is also all about sustainable
energy. This includes small
farms, organic nongenetically
modified food, solar energy,
elec

to a

minimum
wage. He is interested
in

keeping
American jobs
in the United States, instead of
exporting them to industrializing countries.
These are such friendly and
efficient alternatives
to the con
sume, slash and waste attitude
that seems to be everywhere.
It’s wonderful that Nader is

committed to saving forests,
cleaning up the planet and protecting the people.
People need to recognize that
these issues are crucial. The
Earth is in trouble, and so then
are we. For this reason it’s imperative
we elect an ecofriendly president.
Gore barely addresses these
issues and has a horrible environmental record. Bush doesn’t
address these issues at all. How
can we feel assured these candidates care about Americans
when they support operations
that contaminate our water and
pollute the air we breathe?
Ralph Nader is a beautitul
answer to the problem. It’s a
matterof really wanting to see
this man in office, not just
choosing the lesserof two evils.

If he gets at least 5 percent of
the national vote, the Green
Party will be able to receive federal campaign funding. This is
a tremendous advantage to the
cause, as campaign funding can
only help to educate more
people and expand supporters
(also consider that Nader does

not accept funding from corpo-

see Nader, next page
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candidate

* Bush, continued from previous page

debate

planned

to return

scribes to the Reaganite belief
that “if you’ve seen one redwood
you’ve seen them all.” He advo-

for our sake, they did. It scares me
to think Vice President Gore may
try this again if elected president.
Regardless of Gore’s repetitive phrase, “Iam my own

been part of the
years. Therefore,
linked to the ups
experienced over

need

someone

who

we can trust.

If the

President does not have the trust of his own constituency, then how can he expect to have the trust of world
leaders?
The world looks to us for an example, so let’s give them

licans, is a political science senior.

This will

sues in the future.

election

is crucial and so is your vote.

like any information,

please contact

us at hsudemocrats@hotmail.com. And although we
are Democrats, we can and will provide unbiased information. See you on Election Day, and don’t bea fool,

Rachel H. Sowards, a member of the College Repub-

are growing.

ronmentalist, this should scare the s*** out of you (it
does us). At the risk of sounding glib we urge you to
think green — vote Gore!

If you would

someone we can stand behind. Let’s do ourselves a favor and vote for someone we can trust. George W. Bush.

numbers

force Democrats and Republicans
to address environmental and other Green Party is-

November’s

America does not need a man who is linked to Bill

see Nader speak in Portland,
12,000 in Minneapolis and these

tion Agency
would
become
merely a paper tiger. If you claim to be a “true” envi-

As liberals, it is essential that we unite forces against
one common enemy. Gore is the only liberal candidate
with the power to win. Know the importance of your
vote and think long and hard about what your vote will
mean.

the years and cannot deny this fact.
We

pact on the other major parties.
More than 10,000 people went to

cates for the deregulation of forestry and eradicating existing environmental standards. As a result, the Environmental Protec-

but they have failed. And luckily,

man,” we know he is not. He has
Clinton Administration for nearly 8
he cannot be his own person. He is
and downs the administration has

* Nader, continued from previous page
rations or other soft money).
Even if Nader does not win the
election, he will still have an im-

Dubz, on the other hand, sub-

to the

states for more immediate medical attention. The Clinton-Gore
Administration promised to give
us this great medical care system,

Clinton.

continued

* Gore, continued from previous page

formed. I left the country earlier

than

forum

We have choices. It seems clear which is the right
choice. We are living in a country whose government
makes decisions based not on what is best for its people
but rather on how much financial gain is to be had.
Although in theory the Democrats and Republicans
are very different, the reality is that as political parties, they have sold out and become the same corrupt

money-hungry organizations. This is evident again
and again in every election.
This time, make a choice you can get excited about.

get your a** out and vote!

Vote for someone who can really make a difference.
Vote for someone you believe in. RALPH NADER FOR
PRESIDENT 2000!

Anne McMonigle is president and Aimee O’Donnell is
vice-president of the HSU Democrats.

Ashley Rahll, a member of the Campus Greens, is a
sophomore in botany.

Letters: Vote third party, stop coddling student-parents and wishes of love to a dear friend
want to see a positive future in
politics?

* Continued from page 34
better off if you never left the
couch because one person
could

never

difference

make

even

much

if she or he

tried.

Well, people have tried — and
they have succeeded.
Austin’s narrow history lesson far exceeds any grounds of

validity.
reads:

One

“... said

quote

in point

Benjamin

Mar-

tin (played by Mel Gibson) in
‘The Patriot’.”
If Austin expects us to base
our voting

practices

Heather Ramme
zoology sophomore

of a

on Holly-

wood and withhold our vote as
Dick Cheney did while “sitting
around in Washington,” she
needs to get off her couch and
pay attention to the history she

is making rather than her television.
A history of laziness is one
that I and other students at HSU
refuse to propagate.
Refusing to vote is more an
act of laziness than of protest.
Instead of protesting by not voting, why not protest by using
your vote?
Ignoring the system is not
going to change it, but by let-

ting a presence of protest be
known within the system,
gradually reform will become
a Viable option.
Rather than writing a letter
to a “sir” and adding yourself
to a long list of nonvoters, why

HSU should not be a
woman’s baby sitter
I don’t

see why

HSU

is ex-

pected to spend extra money on
facilities for student-parents
that will most likely come out

in-

Motherhood is a choice for
which HSU is not responsible.

giving

End of story.

the

rest

of

us

a bad

name.
If you want the world to be
more child-friendly, then do
something about it yourself
instead of insisting that someone else do it for you. Form a

pockets or why other students

own children is not mean, unfair

labs.

Even if a child is well-behaved, someone has to keep an
eye on that child to make sure
it isn’t disrupting the study at-

mosphere

that

should

be

present at a college.

Is the university thinking of
hiring people to baby-sit mothers and their children?
It

is not

unfair

to expect

women who made the decision
to have children to take care of
them. Their decision has nothing to do with HSU and has
nothing to do with the rest of
us who don’t have any children.
The only defense I’ve seen

or an

infringement

you are infringing on other students’ rights to have a quiet,

disruption-free atmosphere in
which to study and possibly
even forcing them to pay
higher fees for the sake of your
children.

You’re also infringing on professors’ rights by asking them
to break the rules for you because you’re a mother (using
chivalry).

Republocrats

to

Heather Bond
environmental resources
engineering junior

from

the depths of your soul.
I love you Bri, and

hope

Jamie Vermillion
business administration/
economics senior

cycle accident on Oct. 18. For full

Lorensen always

coverage,

inspired a smile

please see Campus,

page 3.

Brian,
Dear Brian,

It is hard
Sweetheart, you are one of
the most wonderful people I’ve
ever met. Your deep compassion and sincerity are so rare.

to sum

up

into

words how much you mean to
me and everyone else.
You touched so many lives

how wonderful you are and how

and I am so lucky to have had
you as a friend and co-worker.
You gave so much of yourself

they should get to know you and

to everyone who knew you.

your blessed beautiful aura.
You’ve impacted my life in so
many ways. During the year

Thank you for being and
sharing yourself with all of us.
We are better for knowing you.
You were someone who could
always put a smile on my face.
I’ve enjoyed the time spent with
you and will cherish you in all

I used to tell everyone about

and could share anything. Just
talking to you would make everything better.
“How are you?” meant so

the responsi-

and speak with wisdom

Love,

Editor’s
Note:
Brian
Lorensen, a 22-year-old HSU
liberal arts junior, died in a motor-

Now it’s time for mothers to
stop hiding behind their chilbility that goes along with that

I miss seeing you walk as if
you had your own theme music

you’re doing oKay.

A tribute to HSU’s
Brian Lorensen

feel we held a deep connection

on chiv-

are too weak

Chinese language junior

want to be mothers.

right.

they

Boehm

and

mothers is “mean.”
is based

Hahnnelea

Women have the inalienable
right to choose whether they

dren and assume

idea

on

your rights as a student or a
person.
When you expect the university to deal with your children

anyone put forth is that a refusal to accommodate these
This

LETTERS)

Be responsible for
becoming a mother

dependence and women who
expect others to take responsibility for their decisions are

should have to deal with children who are disrupting them
in classrooms and computer

because

that you

a woman’s

baby-sitting co-op.
Having to take care of your

by voting third party and let the

know

alry is deadly to

the rest of the students’

of

alry, which is based on the idea
that women must be coddled

not make your distaste known

take care of themselves. Chiv-

a half

we

had

together,

much more than small taik and
hugs in the hails were deeply
appreciated. Seeing you enjoying life always put a smile on my
face and comfort in my heart.

I

my heart forever.
[I love you, Bri!

Love always and forever,
Mandy Meier
psychology junior
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Alcohol abuse can be stopped
nother student has
died from alcohol
poisoning.
According to preliminary re-

ports,

Adrian

Heideman,

a

each
other
drink more.

to

Never once did
my

friends

Let’s take care of ourselves
and

protect

con-

sider that because

PUBLIC OPINION

they

When

our

friends

can’t

protect

ow

of control, but it seemed nor
mal because I had always sur
rounded myself with people
who drank to the extreme —- it
was what we did.
As I look back, never once did
my friends call an ambulance
because I was having trouble
breathing. Never did they roll
me on my side so I wouldn't
drown in my own vomit. Never
did they try to limit me to the
numberof drinks

I should

had.

encouraged

In

fact.

we

have

drinking orhazing activities to
continue.
[get angry when | read about
grieving parents asking the
same question, “Why does this
continue
to
happen?’and
people have no clear answers. |
get angry

because

students

be-

lieve it will not happen to them
I get angry when I hold an alco
hol poisoning training so stu
dents know how to help friends,
and only five people show up.
As Isaid,lam very lucky and

ve

wre wis

eter

gE, '

EOP
ANTES
PRAT NP WEY OER ONAT

.

Student

~|

;

} V7

would be two cans of
beer a night.”
A.ice SHAW
LIBERAL STUDIES/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SENIOR

“That depends on how
many tests | have a week.

| drink about three beers
a week. As far as healthy
drinking goes, that depends on your tolerance.”
Ben

NabLer

FORESTRY

x:

SENIOR

a

ET
kh

own limits. ”
CHamise
ART

KRAMER

SENIOR

“| drink a 2-liter of hard
liquor, a 12-pack ora
bottle of wine per week.
A healthy amount would
be a couple of beers or
wine, but not to the point
of drunkenness.”
TRIBBLE
SOPHOMORE

)

yaaa)
v7 VEN

7

S

=

“| drink inconsistently. |
like to consume alcohol
on special occasions, but
not every weekend,
which | think is a pretty
healthy amount.”

y

i

poli!

Participate in our
presidential web poll
at www.thejack.org

“| don’t drink that much

you don't cross your

JOSIAH

of te

3

oe

anymore. | think a
healthy amount is where

UNDECLARED

|

drink

think a healthy amount

217.

\

do you

“| drink about eight
beers or drinks a week. |

Health

Center. His office ts in Room

Oniine
s

*

at HSU’s

a”

&e
:

cator

alcohol

in a week? And how much do
you think is a healthy amount?

freshman at Chico State University, was found dead at the
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity house
as a result from consuming

I was totally unthemselves.
conscious’
that
maybe
it was a
huge warning sign. Rather, they
incredibly grateful to be able to
large amounts of blackberry
saw itas an opportunity to draw
be here at HSU to talk to stubrandy during a fraternity cerpictures on my face and arms
dents about alcohol poisoning.
emony. Friends had discovered
with a magic marker. Looking
I have done a lot and have seen
Heideman around 1 a.m., but he
back, it was insane, sick behava lot. I have the ability and the
had already stopped breathing.
ior. But we thought we were
desire to make a difference and
Unfortunately, this story is not
having the time of our lives.
I am dedicated to making that
an isolated incident.
difference.
Now my life is much, much
Last April, an UC Davis studifferent.
lam on the other side
If it means doing presentadent drank 24 shots of alcohol
of the fence now. I hear about
tions for five people every single
in just over two hours for his
students drinking incredible
time, I will. I am very grateful
21st birthday. He did not live to
amounts of alcohol and being
that those students came to the
see his 22nd birthday.
transported to hospitals.
presentation because I know
About 60 to 70 similar stories
they have the skills to help a
I have volunteered for crisis
are repeated
friend that has drank too much
teams that asevery year on
and
may save their life.
sess and monicampuses
Guest
Column
tor students
In order to bring greater
across the naawareness to this issue, we have
that
have
by Bryce Kyburz
tion. We need
drank
too chosen to highlight the positive,
to take a stand
healthy behaviors that students
much alcohol
against
exare making related to alcohol.
and can’t care
treme, excessive drinking beThe vast majority of students
for themselves. I have had a stuhaviors.
do not drink in extreme fashdent stop breathing right in
It has been seven very fast
ions — we just hear about those
front of me due to her alcohol
years since I last had a drink
use. I have seen students labor
cases and need to address them.
The Student Health Outreach
of alcohol. This is not a disfor their next breath, and it
Program (SHOP) has informaclosure that I make public all
seems like minutes before they
too often. In fact, it is sometion related to alcohol] use and
get their next breath when in reabuse, so please stop by the Stuthing I keep to myself much of
ality it has only been several
dent Health Center and get
the time. However, when I reseconds.
some information.
ceive news of a student that
I get very angry when I hear
If any of my comments pull
has died because of their exabout
senseless
deaths
of
a string in your heart, make
cessive alcohol use it makes
young, brilliant college stuyour heart beat a little faster or
me grateful to still be alive, but
dents. I get angry with students
it also enrages me.
brought up more questions
for drinking too much. I get
than you have answers for, I
Iam grateful because during
angry with the friends for enwould love to talk with you. |
the eight years that I drank, |
couraging this behavior. I get
can be reached at 826-5123 or
angry with friends for not
drank a lot. At the time, I had
shoot me an e-mail me at
no idea how close! was to dying
knowing what to do when a
bak7001j@humboldt.edu.
friend has passed out or beafter a hard night of drinking,
Let’s take care of ourselves
but my friends would relay stocomes unconscious.
and protect our friends when
I get angry because school adries to me about my condition.
they can’t protect themselves
Looking back, I am very
ministrations and organizations allow long-standing tradilucky to be alive today.
My
Bryce Kyburz is a health edu
tions that involve extreme
drinking was out of hand, out

much

Kevin

GREER

GEOGRAPHY

SENIOR

ompiled

by

Jeff

Graham

enced
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LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.housing101.net — Your move off
campus! Search for apartments. Free
roommate sublet listings.

CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving
a Creait card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The LumberJack is not responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

FOR SALE
USED

wetsuits,

surfboards,

skate-

boards. Buy and sell. North Coast

ARE YOU CONNECTED? Internet
users wanted! $25-$75 per hour.
www.Jumponthetrain.com

THE LUMBERJACK has a lot of AA
batteries used for digital cameras that
are still good to use for eating else
(walkmans, bike lights, etc.). Come by
the LUN Advertising Office located in
Nelson Hall East to pick some up.

Tes)

Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044,
Since 1973.

FOR RENT

FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS earn

$1,000 — $2,000 this quarter with the

Dress your walls for success
PURO m le tem lg
PURE CVA Cleat
a

XANTE LARGE FORMAT PRINTER:
1200 dpi resolution, includes 11x17

2 BrewJava.com
| FRAMED. DELIVERED. CHEAP.

tray and extra toner cartridge. $600.
Contact Pam at 826-3259.

easy Campusfundraiser.com three-hour
fundraising event. No sales i
Fundraising dates filling quickly, call t
day! ! Contact Campu sfundraiser.com a
(888)
923-3238,
or
“visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

MCC PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Stipend Position. The MCC is looking for
a director who will serve on the MCC
Program Board. This director will also
serve as a liaison to the Associated
Students and other campus organiza-

‘Humboldt State University

X

Center

ing with a diverse group of students.
Cantact Marylyn at 826-3364.

us! Nov. 14, 6 p.m. at Luzmilla’a, Arcata.

Details: www.northcoast.com/~smug

MCC

HELP US REDUCE WASTE! If you
are receiving The Lumberjack in the
mail and would like NOT to, please call
Pam at 826-3259. Thanks!

NEWSLETTER

EDITOR:

Sti-

pend position. Responsibilities include

publishing three newsletters and serving the Diversity Conference Program
Journalism background helpful, as
well as knowledge of Pagemaker, |Ilustrator and Photoshop Strong writ-

YOUTH

Contact

Marylyn

BASKETBAL L LEAGUE:

-pervoer $501 See Hat

/nr. Referee: .

822-7091

for more information.

LUMBERJACK CLASSIFIEDS
707.826.3259
ply7001@humboldt.edu

Wednesday, Oct. 25, 6 p.m. — SH 109
Japanese Exchange and T eaching Program (J.E.’ .) — Informational
presentation for students interested in ta ‘nglish in Japan.

HUMBOLDT
Career
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APPROPRIATE AUXILIARY AIDS AVAILABLE WHEN POSSIBLE
CONTACT EVENT'S SPONSOR
7 WORKING DAYS
PRIOR TO SCHEDULED EVENT, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE
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4
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:

HAPPY

Cooling System Special!

AREDWOOD - * Install
Fest cootne
system
factory thermostat
\ AUTOMOTIVE: - Add 1 Gallon Prestone

J
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Please come to the walk-in
clinic or call 826-3146 to

ven

FaV,
ww

to

(0-8)

Call today: 588-8700 or 888-287-9766.
Please inquire about our student spe-

Lab, is offering free HIV
testing during the month

TRAUNATIZING

x

Brought

- Exp. I1-11-00Loaner

PACIFIC ONLINE — Low cost Internet
service for Humboldt State Students.

Center, in cooperation
with Humboldt Central

(some models

Heavy Duty anti-freeze

Arcata

aN

The Student Health

HALLOWEEN!

$22 -3770

INSURANCE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: We train you to become an agent
with Farmer's Insurance. High earnings
potential for the right person. College
and/or management experience required. District Manager 263-9603.

.

Get ready for Winter with a

SEES
513

Student Service

Vrs

Nels«

WWWw

An Equal Opportunity

Center

*

NON SEQUITUR

(

October

Work Abroad Student Panel — A panel of an
involved in global travel,
study, work and adventure will provide information and answer questions.

PREC,

OPPORTUNITIES :

Recreation Division, Arcata City Hall.
Deadline: 5 p.m. Nov. 17, 2000. Call

October is International Experiences Month
Work, study, travel and adventure abroad!

e

NOTICE

person who has some programming
experience and is interested in work-

are looking for a creative

— 10/hr. Scorekeeper: $5.75 — 6.34/hr.
Job application available at the Arcata

Monday, Oct. 30, 3 p.m. — Goodwin

CAT: Grey with white belly; scar on
nose. Please call 822-1952.

APPLE MACINTOSH!! Users group.
We meet monthly for interesting Mac
discussion and problem solving. Join

tions. We

ing skills desirable.
at 826-3364

Career

« The Lumberjack
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service

make an appointment.
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Concert
formed Thursday and SaturCafé Mokka

Activity
AC
Din)

Center Activities presents a
beginning sushi class. The
class begins at 6 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East Room 113.
The cost is $22 for HSU students and $24 for the community.

Concert

_

Thursday

et

6.

Event
The

CenterArts presents Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance
Company at 8 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre. Admission is $25 general, $20 HSU
students and seniors. Call

826-3928.

Seturday

Green

Party

Humboldt County presents
“Green Halloween.” The
event starts at 7:30 p.m. in
the Veteran’s Hall in Arcata
and will feature Lazybones,
Carrie
Wallace,
the
Depabers, a costume contest
and food. Admission is $5-

$10.

nae

Sunday

Concert
CenterArts
presents
Moodfood, a six-piece funk/
jazz/blues/rock/Latin band
from San Francisco. The
concert begins at 8 p.m. in
the Depot. Admission is free.

Event
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
and Transgender Student
Association is having a gift
exchange. The exchange
starts at 7 p.m. in House 55
(MultiCultural Center). Par-

ticipants are asked to bring
one wrapped gift.

No events listed.

presents

making workshop. Participants will learn how to
make medicinal and nonmedicinal tinctures. The
workshop begins at 4:30 p.m.

The

Northern

Community
will

be

partment

Calitornia
Blood

in the

nursing

in Gist

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Bank
de-

Hall from

with

dinner

members

of

Spank. Music from 8 to 11
p.m., free
Thursday — Bluegrass
night with Lazybones, 8
p.m., free

Thursday
sign-ups

a.m., free

Dancehall

Tuesday

Allstars, 9:30 p.m., $15

Ongoing
film

and

dance

presents

Sacred
Thursday
p.m., free

Arte

Brown,

Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at
8

Call 839-2371.

Sunday — Pat and Tami, 11
—

The

Parsley

Oceanographic
Society
Meets Tuesdays

at 5 p.m. in

Natural Resources Room 118.

Progressive
Alliance

— Open mike, 8

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Lobby Corps

in

Meets Wednesdays at 2 p.m.
in the Associated Students
office. Call 826-5415.

Sustainabie

— The Makers, Au-

Campus

Task

Force

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in

Saturday

the Y.E.S. House.

Ignit,

D.T.’s and Leroy
Tuesday
The
Hideous

The

Women’s
Hitch,

and

Auto-

matic Pink
(Call 443-1491 for details.)

Tonight
The
Steve
Kimock Band, $25
Thursday — Spank, (acid
jazz/funk/groove), $3

Kapuska-sing.”

Saturday

— Velocity

Bo,
Dance

Nelson

55

(MultiCultural

Gay,

dent Association
Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in
House 55 (MultiCultural

Sister City Club
Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in

Nelson Hall East Room 116.

Asian Student
Alliance
at 5:30 p.m.

in Nelson

East

Room

115.

AA Higher Power
Group
Griffith

Hall

Lounge

of

the

Campus

Greens

Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East Room 119.
Come watch “Green Videos”

Meets Mondays

Harry

South

0611.

Meets Wednesdays at noon in

at 7 p.m.

Stu-

University Center. Call 822-

International
Student Union

Fridays

Lesbian,

Bisexual and

ine

Center).

Meets

Room

Center). Call 269-0517.

Center

Hall

East

120. Call 441-7160.

Meets Tuesdays at 3 p.m. in
House

Hall

Transgender

dio Wreck and Crimewave

Graves,

the Northcoast Environmental Center in Arcata.

Grounds

Friday — Ka Chim
(Latin dance), $5

Rez

Waters

Friday

Friday — Primal Drone So-

Tonight

fun and get involved. Meets
Tuesdays in Nelson Hall
East Room 106 at 5:30 p.m.

Green Party of
Humboldt County

(Call 839-7580 for details.)

“The Rez Sisters” and “Dry
Lips
Oughta
Move
to
“The

mike,

Project, (jazz), 8 p.m., free

Café Tomo

of theater,

Open

Thursday
Nucleus,
(jazz), 8 p.m., free

featuring

Jamaican

—

Muddy

Memorial
five

Recycling

Program

free

p.m., free

Tour

Yogurt

start at 7:30 p.m.,

Friday — D.O.C.G., (funk), 8
p.m.
Saturday — The Joe Higgs

Friday — Liquid DJ Dance
Party, 9 p.m.
Club Triangle,
Sunday
9 p.m.
(Call 444-CLUB
for details.)

Plays

Drive

jazz

Smooth

The Vista

No events listed.

The department

Blood

Tonight—

Campus

Learn to reduce waste, have

Redwood

Club West

at CCAT, Buck House 97.

Friday

p.m., $5

Six Rivers Brewery

Event
The Liberal Studies/Elementary Education Program presents “Conversations with Exemplary Teachers.” The guest speaker is
Bruce Fisher, and the event
starts at 4 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room.

Meets Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.
in the yurt behind CCAT,
Buck House 97.

Friday and Saturday —
The Joyce Hough Band, 9:30

(folk), 8 p.m., free

reecbeh

a tincture-

Saturday — Joe and Me,
8:30 p.m., free

Jambalaya

ciety, (Celtic), 8 p.m., free
Saturday
— Chris Hollis,

Monde

Workshop
CCAT

of

day. Tickets are $6 general,
$3.50 non-HSU students and
seniors, and free to HSU students. Call 826-3928.

in

Room

226, Saturdays at 11 p.m. in

every Thursday in Science B
Room 133 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.

Send event listings to
Mark Buckley c/o The
Lumberjack or e-mail at
mab3é6@humboldt.edu.
There are event listing
forms available outside
ihe Lumberjack

Advertis-

Sisters”

will

be performed

Troupe with Baby J, $5

Natural Resources Room 201

ing Office. Deadline for
submissions is 4 p.m. the

tonight

and

Friday.

Tuesday

and

in

Friday before desired

Room

publication. Publication

Lips

Oughta

Kapuskasing”

Move

“Dry
to

will be per-

— DJ Red and cos-

Sundays

tume party, $5

Harry

(Call 822-4100
for details.)

226

Griffith

at

7 p.m.
Hall

|

cannot be guaranteed.

|

.

et ES

The HSU music department
presents a scholarship benefit concert in the Van Duzer
Theatre. The concert features The PM Jazz Band,
The Mad River Transit Singers, The Humboldt Calypso
Band and the HSU Symphonic Band. The concert
starts at 8 p.m. Call 826-3928.

« The Lumberjack
Student
Friday — Howdy Emerson,
Environmental
8:30 p.m., free
Action Coalition

ON THE BOOKSTORE BALCONY
LOTS OF COOL STUFF. {
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